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1. INTRODUCTION 

The u.s. Army Corps of Engineers (US ACE), Mississippi Valley Division, New Orleans 
District (CEMVN), has prepared this Addendum to Individual Environmental Report 
Supplemental #12 (IERS #12) to evaluate the potential construction impacts associated 
with the proposed project revisions to the original IER #12 GIWW, Harvey and Algiers 
Levees and Floodwalls project area. IERS 12 was released for a 30-day public review 
beginning September 3, 2010 until October 2, 2010. After the release of IERS 12, 
additional project changes were identified requiring further impact analysis. 

The supplemental originally released in September 2010 addressed a proposal to utilize 
the Westbank Site N Borrow pit as an alternative disposal site for levee material that has 
been removed during the construction of the West Closure Complex eastern flood wall 
and road realignment as well as the Hero Canal Levee which are part of the Hurricane 
and Stonn Damage Risk Reduction System (HSDRRS). After IER #12 was completed, 
the USACE identified Westbank Site N as an additional location within the project area 
bhat would provide a less costly means of disposal of unsuitable borrow material due to 
i,ts shorter haul distance to the deposition site. Utilizing the Westbank Site N as a means 
of disposal would accommodate unsuitable material originally designated for the three 
previously excavated borrow pits at the comer of Walker and Barrier Roads ([eft unfilled 
at the request of Plaquemines Parish Government). The flocking of the birds to an 
unfilled excavated borrow pit, combined with the air traffic from the nearby Naval Air 
Station makes the filling of West bank Site N a desirable solution. The proposed action is 
located within the IER #12 project area in Plaquemines Parish, LA (figure 1). 

This Addendum to IERS 12 also addresses anticipated impacts associated with the 
construction of flood walls and the relocation of the Barriere Golf Course access road in 

. the vicinity of the Belle Chasse Tunnel, including proposed temporary closures of the 
tunnel. (See section 2.l.2.a. Amendment to Proposed Action; section 3.3.2: Impacts to 
Employment, Business and Industrial Activity; and section 3.3.4: Effects on 
Transportation.) Proposed design changes since the original IER #12 GIWW, Harvey 
and Algiers Levees and Floodwalls Jefferson, Orleans, and Plaquemines Parishes, 
Louisiana document (lER #12 section 2.3: Proposed Action, Detention Basin 
Improvements) would result in additional impacts not addressed in IER #12. Those 
modifications and anticipated impacts are discussed in this amendment. The proposed 
action and the area of impact are located within the IER #12 project area in Plaquemines 
Parish, LA. 

The Harvey-Westwego, Gretna-Algiers, and Belle Chasse Interagency Perfonnance 
Evaluation Task Force (lPET) polders are located within the Orleans, Jefferson and 
Plaquemines parishes. The total estimated population for these three parishes in 2006 was 
687,261. 
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It is also important to note the presence of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) designated Bayou aux Carpes Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404(c) area within 
this WBV project area (figure 2). These nationally significant wetlands are protected 
under the Clean Water Act (CWA, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq) Section 404c, which authorizes 
the administrator of the EPA to deny or restrict the use of any defined area for 
specification as a disposal site, whenever the administrator determines, after notice and 
opportunity for public hearings, that the discharge of such materials into such area will 
have an unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and 
fishery areas (including spawning and breeding areas), wildlife, or recreational areas. All 
potential impacts to this unique environment associated with the proposed action are 
thoroughly explained in IER # 12, sections 3.1. 7, 3.2.2, 6, 7, and Appendix K. There are 
no impacts to the Bayou aux Carpes area as a result of the proposed action in this 
supplemental and addendum. 

This amendment to IERS #12 has been prepared in accordance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and the Council on Environmental Quality's 
Regulations (CEQ) (40 CFR § 1500-1508), as reflected in the USACE Engineering 
Regulation, ER 200-2-2. The execution of an IER, in lieu of a traditional Environmental 
Assessment (EA) or Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), is provided for in ER 200
2-2, Environmental Quality (33 CFR §230) Procedures for Implementing the NEPA and 
pursuant to the CEQ's NEPA Implementation Regulations (40 CFR §1506.l1). 
Under the provisions of the CEQ NEPA regulations (40 CFR §1506.11), the CEMVN 
implemented NEPA Alternative Arrangements on 13 March 2007. The Alternative 
Arrangements were developed to evaluate Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction 
projects in an expeditious manner, utilizing NEPA emergency procedures. The 
Alternative Arrangements were published on 13 March 2007 in FR 11337 and can be 
found at www.nolaenvironmental.gov, and are herein incorporated by reference. 

The CEMVN implemented Alternative Arrangements on March 13,2007 under the 
provisions of the Council on Environmental Quality Regulations for Implementing the 
NEPA (40 CFR § 1506.11). This process was implemented in order to expeditiously 
complete environmental analysis for any changes to the authorized system and the 100
year level of the Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System (HSDRRS), 
formerly known as the Hurricane Protection System (HPS) authorized and funded by 
Congress and the Administration. The term" 1OO-year level of risk reduction," as it is 
used throughout this document, refers to a level risk reduction which reduces the risk of 
hurricane surge and wave driven flooding that the New Orleans Metropolitan area has a ] 
percent chance of experiencing each year. The proposed actions are located in southeast 
Louisiana and are part of the Federal effort to rebuild and complete construction of the 
HSDRRS in the New Orleans Metropolitan area as a result of Hurricanes Katrina and 
Rita. 

On February 18,2009, the CEMVN Commander signed the Decision Record for IER 
#12. IER # 12 is incorporated by reference into this amended supplemental document. 
Copies of IER # 12 and other supporting information are available upon request or at 
www.noloaenvironmental. gov.This supplemental document has been prepared to address 
proposed changes in the Government's approved plan. 
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IE'R 12 Study Area 


Figure I: IER 12 Project Area 

Draft IER Supplemental (IERS) was distributed for a public review and comment period 
lasting from September 3, 2010 until October 2,2010. This amended IERS will be 
distributed for an additional 30-day public review and comment period. A public 
meeting specific to the amended proposed action and the Belle Chasse Tunnel closure 
will be held during the review period for the purpose of answering questions and 
concerns regarding the proposed action. Any comments received during this public 
meeting will be considered part of official record. After the additional 30-day public 
comment period and meeting, the CEMVN Commander will review all comments 
received during both review periods and detennine whether the comments rise to the 
level of being substantive in nature or not. If comments are not considered substantive, 
the Commander will make a decision on the proposed action. This decision will be 
documented in an IERS Decision Record. If a comment(s) is detennined to be 
substantive in nature, an Addendum to the IERS will be prepared and published for an 
additional 30-day public review and comment period. After the expiration of the public 
comment period the Commander will make a decision on the proposed action. The 
decision will be documented in an IERS Decision Record. 
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Figure 2: Bayou aux Carpes 404(c) Area 

1.1 PRIOR REPORTS 

A number of studies and reports on water resources development in the proposed project 
area have been prepared by the USACE, other Federal, state, and local agencies, research 
institutes, and individuals. Pertinent studies, reports and projects are discussed below: 

• 	 On 18 February 2009, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#12 entitled "GIWW, Harvey and Algiers Levees and Floodwalls, Jefferson, 
Orleans, and Plaquemines Parishes, Louisiana" The document was prepared to 
evaluate the potential impacts associated with the actions taken by the USACE as 
a result of providing 100-year level of risk reduction in the project area. 

• 	 On 3 February 2009, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#25 entitled "Government Furnished Borrow Material, Orleans, Plaquemines and 
Jefferson Parishes, Louisiana." The document was prepared to evaluate the 
potential impacts associated with the actions taken by the USACE as a result of 
excavating borrow areas for use in construction of the HSDRRS. 
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• 	 On 21 January 2009, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#17, entitled "Company Canal Floodwall, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana." The 
proposed action includes providing 1 ~O-year level of risk reduction in the project 
area. 

• 	 On 4 December 2009, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#13, entitled "Hero Canal Levee and Eastern Tie-In, Plaquemines Parish, 
Louisiana." The proposed action includes providing 1 DO-year level of risk 
reduction in the project area. 

• 	 On 20 October 2008, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#26 entitled "Pre-Approved Contractor Furnished Borrow Material #3, Jefferson, 
Plaquemines, and St. John the Baptist Parishes, Louisiana, and Hancock County, 
Mississippi." The document was prepared to evaluate the potential impacts 
associated with the actions taken by commercial contractors as a result of 
excavating borrow areas for use in construction of the HSDRRS. 

• 	 On 26 August 2008, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#14, entitled "Westwego to Harvey, Levee Jefferson Parish, Louisiana." The 
document was prepared to examine the potential environmental impacts 
associated with the proposed construction and maintenance of 100-year level of 
risk reduction along the WBV, Westwego to Harvey Levee project area. 

• 	 On 12 June 2008, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#15, entitled "Lake Cataouatche Levee, Jefferson Parish, Louisiana." The 
proposed action includes providing 1 ~O-year level of risk reduction in the project 
area. 

• 	 On 30 May 2008, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER #22 
entitled "Government Furnished Borrow Material, Plaquemines and Jefferson 
Parishes, Louisiana." The document was prepared to evaluate the potential 
impacts associated with the actions taken by the USACE as a result of excavating 
borrow areas for use in construction ofthe HSDRRS. 

• 	 On 6 May 2008, the CEMVN signed a Decision Record on IER #23 entitled "Pre
Approved Contractor Furnished Borrow Material #2, St. Bernard, St. Charles, 
Plaquemines Parishes, Louisiana, and Hancock County, Mississippi." The 
document was prepared to evaluate the potential impacts associated with the 
actions taken by commercial contractors as a result of excavating borrow areas for 
use in construction of the HSDRRS. 

• 	 On 21 February 2008, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#18 entitled "Government Furnished Borrow Material, Jefferson, Orleans, 
Plaquemines, St. Charles, and St. Bernard Parishes, Louisiana." The document 
was prepared to evaluate the potential impacts associated with the actions taken 
by the USACE as a result of excavating borrow areas for use in construction of 
the HSDRRS. 

• 	 On 14 February 2008, the CEMVN Commander signed a Decision Record on IER 
#19 entitled "Pre-Approved Contractor Furnished Borrow Material, Jefferson, 
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Orleans, St. Bernard, Iberville, and Plaquemines Parishes, Louisiana, and 
Hancock County, Mississippi." The document was prepared to evaluate the 
potential impacts associated with the actions taken by commercial contractors as a 
result of excavating borrow areas for use in construction of the HSDRRS. 

• 	 In July 2006, the CEMVN Commander signed a Finding ofNo Significant Impact 
(FONSI) on EA #433 entitled, "USACE Response to Hurricanes Katrina & Rita 
in Louisiana." The document was prepared to evaluate the potential impacts 
associated with the actions taken by the USACE as a result of Hurricanes Katrina 
and Rita. 

• 	 On 23 August 2005, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #422 
entitled "Mississippi River Levees - West Bank Gaps, Concrete Slope Pavement 
Borrow Area Designation, St. Charles and Jefferson Parishes, Louisiana." The 
report investigates the impacts of obtaining borrow material from various areas in 
Louisiana. 

• 	 On 22 February 2005, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #306A 
entitled "West Bank Hurricane Protection Project - East of the Harvey Canal, 
Floodwall Realignment and Change in Method of Sector Gate." The report 
discusses the impacts related to the relocation of a proposed floodwall moved 
because ofthe aforementioned sector gate, as authorized by the LPV Project. 

• 	 On 5 May 2003, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #337 entitled 
"Algiers Canal Alternative Borrow Site." 

• 	 On 19 June 2003, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #373 entitled 
"Lake Cataouatche Levee Enlargement." The report discusses the impacts related 
to improvements to a levee from Bayou Segnette State Park to Lake Cataouatche. 

• 	 On 16 May 2002, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #306 entitled 
" West Bank Hurricane Protection Project - Harvey Canal Sector Gate Site 
Relocation and Construction Method Change." The report discusses the impacts 
related to the relocation of a proposed sector gate within the Harvey Canal, as 
authorized by the LPV Project. 

• 	 On 30 August 2000, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #320 
entitled "West Bank Hurricane Protection Features." The report evaluates the 
impacts associated with borrow sources and construction options to complete the 
Westwego to Harvey Canal Hurricane Protection Project. 

• 	 On 18 August 1998, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #258 
entitled "Mississippi River Levee Maintenance - Plaquemines West Bank Second 
Lift, Fort Jackson Borrow Site." 
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• 	 The final EIS for the WBV, East of Harvey Canal, Hurricane Protection Project 
was completed in August 1994. A Record of Decision (ROD) was signed by the 
CEMVN Commander in September 1998. 

• 	 The final EIS for the WBV, Lake Cataouatche, Hurricane Protection Project was 
completed. A ROD was signed by the CEMVN Commander in September 1998. 

• 	 In December 1996, the USACE completed a post-authorization change study 
entitled, "Westwego to Harvey Canal, Louisiana Hurricane Protection Project 
Lake Cataouatche Area, EIS." The study investigated the feasibility of providing 
hurricane surge protection to that portion of the west bank of the Mississippi 
River in Jefferson Parish between Bayou Segnette and the St. Charles Parish line. 
A Standard Project Hurricane (SPH) level of risk reduction was recommended 
along the alignment followed by the existing non-Federal levee. The project was 
authorized by Section 101 (b) ofthe WRDA of 1996 (P.L. 104-303) subject to the 
completion of a final report of the Chief of Engineers, which was signed on 23 
December 1996. 

• 	 On 12 January 1994, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #198 
entitled, "West Bank of the Mississippi River in the Vicinity of New Orleans, LA, 
Hurricane Protection Project, Westwego to Harvey Canal, Jefferson Parish, 
Louisiana, Proposed Alternate Borrow Sources and Construction Options." The 
report evaluates the impacts associated with borrow sources and construction 
options to complete the Westwego to Harvey Canal Hurricane Protection Levee. 

• 	 In August 1994, the CEMVN completed a feasibility report entitled "WBV (East 
of the Harvey Canal)." The study investigated the feasibility of providing 
hurricane surge protection to that portion of the west bank of metropolitan New 
Orleans from the Harvey Canal eastwards to the Mississippi River. The final 
report recommends that the existing West Bank Hurricane Project, Jefferson 
Parish, Louisiana, authorized by the WRDA of 1986 (P.L. 99-662), approved 17 
November 1986, be modified to provide additional hurricane protection east of 
the Harvey Canal. The report also recommends that the level of risk reduction for 
the area east of the Algiers Canal deviate from the National Economic 
Development Plan's level of risk reduction and provide protection for the SPH. 
The Division Engineer's Notice was issued on 1 September 1994. The Chief of 
Engineer's report was issued on 1 May 1995. Preconstruction, engineering, and 
design was initiated in late 1994 and is continuing. The WRDA of 1996 
authorized the project. 

• 	 On 20 March 1992, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #165 
entitled "Westwego to Harvey Canal Disposal Site." 

• 	 In February 1992, the USACE completed a reconnaissance study entitled "West 
Bank Hurricane Protection, Lake Cataouatche, Louisiana." The study 
investigated the feasibility of providing hurricane and storm damage risk 
reduction to that portion of the west bank of the Mississippi River in Jefferson 
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Parish, between Bayou Segnette and the St. Charles Parish line. The study found 
a 100-year level of risk reduction to be economically justified based on 
constructing a combination levee/ sheet pile wall along the alignment followed by 
the existing non-Federal levee. Due to potential impacts to the Westwego to 
Harvey Canal project, the study is proceeding as a post-authorization change. 

• 	 On 3 June 1991 , the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA # 136 entitled 
"West Bank Additional Borrow Site between Hwy 45 and Estelle PS." 

• 	 On 15 March 1990, the CEMVN Commander signed a FONSI on EA #121 
entitled "West Bank Westwego to Harvey Changes to EIS." The report addresses 
the impacts associated with the use of borrow material from Fort Jackson for LPV 
construction. The material was used for constructing the second life for the 
Plaquemines West Bank levee upgrade, as part of LPV construction. 

• 	 SIR #29 entitled "LPV Hurricane Protection - South Point to GIWW Levee 
Enlargement" was signed by the CEMVN Commander on 12 June 1987. The 
report discusses the impacts associated with the enlargement of the GIWW. 

• 	 In December 1986, the USACE completed a Feasibility Report and EIS entitled, 
"West Bank ofthe Mississippi River in the Vicinity of New Orleans, LA." The 
report investigates the feasibility of providing hurricane surge protection to that 
portion of the west bank of the Mississippi River in Jefferson Parish between the 
Harvey Canal and Westwego, and down to the vicinity of Crown Point, 
Louisiana. The report recommends implementing a plan that would provide SPH 
level of risk reduction to an area on the west bank between Westwego and the 
Harvey Canal north of Crown Point. The project was authorized by the WRDA of 
1986 (P.L. 99-662). Construction of the project was initiated in early 1991. 

• 	 On 16 October 1985, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) signed a Final 
Detennination concerning the Bayou aux Carpes Site in Jefferson Parish pursuant 
to Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act (CWA). The authority for this 
detennination was given to the Administrator of the EPA under the CWA (33 
USC, 1251 et eq). 

2. ALTERNATIVES 

NEPA requires that in analyzing alternatives to a proposed action a Federal agency 
considers an alternative of "No Action." Likewise, Section 73 ofthe WRDA of 1974 CPL 
93-251) requires Federal agencies to give consideration to non-structural measures to 
reduce or prevent flood damage. The CEMVN Project Delivery Team (PDT) considered 
a No Action alternative and non structural measures, which are discussed in IER #12, 
sections 2.4.1 and 2.5.2, respectively. 
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2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

The CEMVN action approved in IER #12, the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway West Closure 
Complex (WCC) alternative, signed by the CEMVN District Commander on 18 February 
2009 will construct a streamlined surge barrier consisting of 3 miles of levees and 
floodwaUs on the GIWW approximately one mile below the intersection of the Hero and 
Algiers Canals. The WCC win prevent storm surge from entering the Algiers and Hero 
Canals and will remove the 25 miles of levees and floodwalls along those canals from the 
primary line of defense. After the WCC construction is complete, those canals would 
serve as a rainwater detention basin when the WCC is closed during storm events. 
Because the aggregate pumping capacity of the interior drainage pumps, which pump 
water into the canals, exceeds that of the WCC, which will pump water out of the canals 
and into the GIWW, the water levels in the canals would be expected to rise when the 
WCC is closed during storm events. Accordingly, although the Hero and Algiers Canals 
levees and floodwalls would not be raised to the 100 year level of risk reduction, 
improvements to the levees and flood walls along the canals are necessary to ensure that 
they are able to serve the important function within the Hurricane and Storm Damage 
Risk Reduction System (HSDRRS) as a rainwater detention basin. The improvements 
are designed to meet the Federal factors of safety as outlined in USACE standards. The 
proposed construction would be anticipated to begin in late November 2010 and may last 
up to one year. 

At the time of the completion of the original IER #12 report, the USACE had identified 
two locations within the project area that would be suitable for the disposal of clean, 
cleared and grubbed material removed from the IER #12 project area. Disposal options 
are consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the Louisiana Coastal Resources 
Program, which requires that dredged material be used beneficially when practicable. 
Two sites were discussed with the Interagency Team and addressed in IER #12. These 
sites are approved for use under the "No Action" alternative. 

Site 1 - The Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve 
The approved action is for material dredged from the Algiers Canals to be utilized in a 
marsh restoration project in the Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve Lake 
Salvador "Geocrib" (JLNHPP) (figure 3). Approximately 700,000 cubic yards of dredge 
material would be excavated from the Algiers Canal and barged to the site. A dredge and 
disposal plan can be found in its entirety in Appendix L oflER #12. The plan has been 
coordinated with resource agencies and those resource agencies will continue to be 
involved as cost estimates and the results of any sediment tests become available. This 
disposal site is currently in use as the material is being successfully placed within the 
"Geocrib" area. In cooperation with the National Park Service (NPS), the newly created 
bankline will be armored with rock funded by the NPS upon completion of the bankline 
restoration and wetland creation project. 

Site 2 - Walker Road Borrow Pits 
The alternative of placement of dredged material in the Walker Road borrow sites would 
be done only as a convenience to the government if the preferred option, marsh creation 
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in JLNHPP, is not practicable (figure 4). The placement of dredged material in the 
Walker Road borrow sites would not be considered backfilling of those sites. If dredged 
material is placed in the Walker Road borrow sites, the quantity of the material would be 
insufficient to refill those sites. Disposal of the material in either location would be 
considered a project feature. The first option of placing the dredged material into the 
JLNHPP Lake Salvador "Geocrib" is preferred because it is a beneficial use site and the 
wetlands created with this material would be counted as mitigation for the HSDRRS 
projects. 

Under the approved plan and as discussed in lER #12, approximately four million cubic 
yards of material would be removed during construction of the West Closure Complex 
eastern floodwall and road realignment, (figure 5) as well as the Hero Canal Levee. 
(figure 6) After being evaluated for suitability, this material would either be used as borrow 
for the HSDRRS project or deposited into the Walker Road borrow pits, which were 
identified as suitable sites for the disposal of material not used for borrow. The overburden 
material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) would be mulched and used on site or hauled away to 
a landfill. Any road material (i.e., rock and earthen material) would be used within the project 
for construction. 

Belle Chasse Tunnel 
At the time the Decision Record for IER # 12 was approved, the floodwall design for the 
area along the Algiers Canal at the Belle Chasse Tunnel did not require closure of the 
tunnel (figure 7). As a result of objections raised by the local government concerning the 
initial design footprint, a new design has been developed. The current proposed design 
would necessitate a series of temporary closures of the tunnel to allow construction of 
flood walls on either side of the Algiers Canal. An access road to the Barriere Golf Course 
would also need to be relocated. The Louisiana Department of Transportation and 
Development (LADOTD) has been closely involved in the development of the new 
design and the coordination of the anticipated tunnel closures. Plaquemines Parish 
government has also been closely involved to ensure that the current proposed design will 
accommodate the Parish's plan for construction of a new bridge to replace the existing 
LA 23 bridge. Both the LADOTD and Plaquemines Parish are partners in the project. 

2.1.1 No Action 

Under the No Action alternative, material dredged from the Algiers Canals will go to the 
JLNHPP "Geocrib" as beneficial dredge and material removed during the construction of 
the West Closure Complex eastern flood wall and road realignment, as well as the Hero 
Canal Levee construction sites, would be evaluated for borrow suitability. Suitable 
material would be utilized in the construction of the HSDRRS and that material found 
unsuitable to be used as borrow would be disposed of in the Walker Road borrow pit. The 
overburden material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) would be mulched and used on site or 
hauled away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers Canal 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. Because the 
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current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not satisfy the required 
factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to allow the canal to function 
safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin during storm events, the area would 
experience continued risk of levee failures and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would 
not need to be closed to accommodate construction and the golf course access road would 
not need to be relocated. 

Transportation impacts related to the construction ofthe HSDRRS have been analyzed in 
a report titled "Transportation Report for the Construction of the 100- year Hurricane and 
Storm Damage Risk Reduction System," which was released in March, 2010 and is 
available on www.nolaenvironmental.gov. 

2.1.2 	 Proposed Action 

Utilizing the Westbank Site N Borrow pit as an alternative disposal site would provide 
additional locations for the deposition of material cleared and grubbed from existing 
levees. Under the proposed action, all borrow material suitable for use in the construction 
ofthe HSDRRS would be removed from the Westbank Site N area. The site would then 
be utilized for the deposition of clean, cleared and grubbed material removed during the 
construction of the West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment, as 
weB as the Hero Canal Levee. Material dredged from the Algiers Canals would still go 
to the JLNHPP "Geocrib" as beneficial dredge as described in IER #12. 

2.1.2.a. Amendment to Proposed Action -	 FloodwaU and Road Construction 
around the BeUe Chasse Tunnel 

Construction of floodwalls within the Algiers Detention basin would require temporary 
closures ofthe Belle Chasse Tunnel on LA 23. As discussed in IER #12, T-Walls would 
be constructed along the Algiers Canal on either side of the tunnel together with five 
vehicular access gates across LA 23 (three on the East and two on the West) and two 
railroad access gates (one on each side). (lER #12 Section 2.3, Proposed Action). Since 
IER # 12, the proposed design and alignment of the flood walls around the Belle Chasse 
Tunnel has changed due to objections raised by local government to the original design. 
These design changes would require a series of temporary closures of the Belle Chasse 
Tunnel to allow construction of the floodwalls. Additionally, a new access road to the 
golf course would also be constructed as the new floodwall would prevent use of the 
existing access road. The new proposed design and alignment fall within the project right 
of way identified in IER #12. 

The USACE proposes closing the Belle Chasse Tunnel for 3 weekend days over the 
course of 15 weekends in order to complete this risk reduction construction. This time 
period includes 1 full week (7 days) of 1 lane closure through the Belle Chasse Tunnel; 
the USACE proposes 3 additional potential weekend closures to allow for anticipated 
weather-related construction delays. The closure scenario proposed would be as follows: 
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15 Weekend Closures with 1 Full Week of 1 Lane Closure and 3 Potential Weekends for 
Weather Delays 

1. 	 Weekend 01 through Weekend 11 - (7:00 pm closure on Friday until 5:00 am 
opening on Monday*) All lanes of tunnel to be closed 

2. 	 Weekend 11 through Weekend 12 - (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday) For 7 consecutive days, 1 lane through tunnel to be 
closed 

3. 	 Weekend 13 through Weekend 15 - (7:00 pm closure on Friday until 5:00 am 
opening on Monday*) All lanes of tunnel to be closed 

* Due to weather delays or unforeseen circumstances beyond USACE control, the tunnel 
may be closed for additional periods of time beyond the proposed 15 weekends and/or for 
additional consecutive days beyond the proposed 3-day weekend closures and/or the one 
full week closure. Additionally, the week-long closure may occur earlier or later within 
the overall schedule for similar reasons. 

1. 	 Weather delay option - Weekend 16 through Weekend 18 - (7:00 pm on Friday 
until 5:00 am on Monday) 

During the closure of both lanes of the tunnel, the adjacent LA 23 Bridge, which 

normally allows only north-bound motorists, would carry two-way traffic. Alternatively, 

motorists could use the Woodland Hwy Bridge on LA 406. 
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3. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSEQUENCES 

3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

The Belle Chasse Tunnel and the Westbank Site N area described in this report are 
located in Plaquemines Parish. The Westbank Site N area is bounded to the north by Lake 
Pontchartrain, to the west by the town of Waggaman, and to the south into Lake 
Cataouatche and eventually marsh. The area is bordered on three sides by an extensive 
marsh system that provides a barrier between residences and infrastructure within these 
parishes and the Gulf of Mexico. Hero Canal is located to the south of Westbank Site N 
and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway is located to the west. Westbank Site N is adjacent 
and to the south of Walker Road and is accessible from it. The Belle Chasse Tunnel runs 
beneath the GIWW on LA 23. 

The area around the Belle Chasse Tunnel is dominated by urban development protected 
by flood control measures that includes earthen levees, drainage canals, pumping stations, 
and navigation canal locks and dams. The Algiers Canal is part of the GIWW system. It 
provides a route for conveyance of goods and materials for local consumption and 
distribution. The areas immediately adjacent to the project are typified by industrial, 
residential, and open space usage. Large amounts of the developed property along the 
canal's frontage are in the industrial land-use category. The businesses located within this 
land use range from shipbuilding/restoration/transportation to automobile salvage and 
recycling centers. 

IER #12, GulfIntracoastal Waterway (GIWW) Harvey and Algiers Levees and 
Floodwalls, IER #13, Hero Canal and Eastern Tie In, and IER #22, Government 
Furnished Borrow Material #2, contain a complete discussion of the environmental 
setting for the project area and are incorporated by reference into this document. As such, 
no discussion of environmental setting is contained in this document. 

3.2 SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES 

This section contains a list of the significant resources located in the vicinity of the 
proposed action, and describes in detail those resources that would be impacted, directly 
or indirectly, by the alternatives. Direct impacts are those that are caused by the action 
taken and occur at the same time and place (40 CFR §1508.8(a)). Indirect impacts are 
those that are caused by the action and are later in time or further removed in distance, 
but are still reasonably foreseeable (40 CFR §1508.8(b)). Cumulative impacts are 
discussed in section 4. Except where specifically stated, the significant resource analysis 
contained in IER 12 GIWW, Harvey and Algiers Levees and Floodwalls Jefferson, 
Orleans, and Plaquemines Parishes, Louisiana document remains the same and is 
incorporated by reference herein. 
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The resources described in this section are those recognized as significant by laws, 
executive orders, regulations, and other standards of national, state, or regional agencies 
and organizations; technical or scientific agencies, groups, or individuals; and the general 
public. Further detail on the significance of each of these resources can be found by 
contacting the CEMVN, or on www.nolaenvironmental.gov, which offers information on 
the ecological and human value of these resources, as well as the laws and regulations 
governing each resource. Search for "Significant Resources Background Material" in the 
website's digital library for additional information. Table 1 shows those significant 
resources found within the project area, and notes whether they would be impacted by the 
proposed alternative. 

T bl 1 S' 'fi , th P ,a 'e : Igm Ican t R esources ID e rOJ ect A rea 
SIGNIFICANT RESOURCES Impacted Not Im2acted 
Wetlands X 

XBayou aux Carpes CW A 
Section 404( c) Area 
Upland Resources X 
Prime Farmland X 
T&E Species X 
Fisheries X 
Wildlife X 
Air Quality X 
Water Quality X 
Noise X 
Aesthetics X 
Recreational Resources X 
Cultural Resources X 
Socioeconomics X 

3.2.1 Jurisdictional Wetlands 

Existing Conditions 

Jurisdictional wetlands are those that are regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (Corps) under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. To qualify as 
jurisdictional wetlands, habitat must exhibit all three wetland characteristics: 
hydrology, hydrophytes, and hydric soils (US ACOE 1987). It is important to 
understand that some areas that function as wetlands ecologically, but exhibit only 
one or two of the three characteristics, do not currently qualify as Corps 
jurisdictional wetlands and thus activities in these wetlands are not regulated 
under the Section 404 program. Such wetlands, however, may perform valuable 
functions. 

The jurisdictional wetland habitat types in the Westbank Site N area may include 
pasture wetlands and cypress swamps. The jurisdictional wetlands contain 
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hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and hydrology indicators. Pasture wetlands 
are comprised of soft rushes, flat sedges, smartweed, alligator weed, and other 
wetland grasses. Cypress swamp areas are dominated by bald cypress and tupelo 
gum. The jurisdictional bottomland hardwood tree species include hackberry, 
Chinese tallow tree, pecan, American elm, live oak, water oak, green ash, bald 
cypress, black willow, box elder, and red maple. 

There are jurisdictional wetlands in the vicinity of Westbank Site N. There are no 
jurisdictional wetlands in the vicinity of the Belle Chasse Tunnel. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Government-approved actions for the 
disposal of material, as described in IER #12 and IER #13, would be implemented 
and there would be no direct or indirect impacts to jurisdictional wetlands through 
CEMVN actions at the proposed Westbank Site N area. The material removed 
during the construction of the West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road 
realignment as well as the Hero Canal Levee would be evaluated for borrow 
suitability. Suitable material would be utilized in the construction of the HSDRRS 
and that material found unsuitable to be used as borrow would be disposed of in 
the Walker Road borrow pit. The overburden material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, 
etc.) would be mulched and used on site or hauled away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action • 
Under the proposed action, there would be no direct or indirect impact to 
jurisdictional wetlands at the proposed Westbank Site N area. All borrow material 
suitable for use in the construction of the HSDRRS would be removed from the 
Westbank Site N area. The site would then be utilized for the deposition of clean, 
cleared and grubbed material removed during the construction of the West 
Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment as well as the Hero 
Canal Levee. During the excavation and the disposal processes, the jurisdictional 
wetlands would be avoided as described in IER #22. 

No wetlands would be impacted under the proposed action alternative with 
respect to floodwall construction around the Belle Chasse Tunnel. 
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3.2.2 Non-Jurisdictional Bottomland Hardwood Forest 

Existing Conditions 

Non-jurisdictional. Bottom Land Hardwood (BLH) forests are comprised of 
dominant species such as hackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pecan, American elm, 
live oak, water oak, green ash, bald cypress, black willow, box elder, and red 
maple. Some understory species include dewberry, lizard's tail, and poison ivy. A 
variety of birds utilize these hardwoods for nesting, breeding, brooding, and as 
perches. Hard mast (nuts) and soft mast (samaras, berries) provide a valuable 
nutritional food source for birds, mammals, and other wildlife species. 

Non-jurisdictional BLH forests lack one or more of the following criteria to be 
considered a Clean Water Act Section 404 wetland: hydrophytic vegetation, 
hydric soils, and/or wetland hydrology (USACE 1987). Manmade ditches, canals, 
and/or pumping stations are present in the project areas, but no BLH exists within 
the either project area. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Government-approved actions, as described 
in IER #12 and IER #13, would be implemented and there would be no direct or 
indirect impacts to non-jurisdictional BLH through CEMVN actions at the 
proposed Westbank Site N area. The material removed during the construction of 
the West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment as well as the 
Hero Canal Levee would be evaluated for borrow suitability. Suitable material 
would be utilized in the construction of the HSDRRS and that material found 
unsuitable to be used as borrow would be disposed of in the Walker Road borrow 
pit. The overburden material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) would be mulched 
and used on site or hauled away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
Under the proposed action, there would be no direct or indirect impact to non
jurisdictional BLH at the proposed Westbank Site N area as there are no BLH 
located within the Westbank Site N area. All borrow material suitable for use in 
the construction of the HSDRRS would be removed from the Westbank Site N 
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area. The site would then be utilized for the deposition of clean, cleared and 
grubbed material removed during the construction of the West Closure Complex 
eastern flood wall and road realignment as well as the Hero Canal Levee. 

No BLH would be impacted under the No Action alternative with respect to 
flood wall construction around the Belle Chasse Tunnel and the Barriere Golf 
Course access road relocation. 

3.2.3 Non-Wetland Resources/Upland Resources 

Existing Conditions 

The area around the Belle Chasse Tunnel is dominated by urban development 
protected by flood control measures that includes earthen levees, drainage canals, 
pumping stations, and navigation canal locks and dams. The Algiers Canal is part 
of the GIWW system. It provides a route for conveyance of goods and materials 
for local consumption and distribution. The areas immediately adjacent to the 
project are typified by industrial, residential, and open space usage. Large 
amounts of the developed property along the canal's frontage are in the industrial 
land-use category. The businesses located within this land use range from 
shipbuilding/restoration/transportation to automobile salvage and recycling 
centers. 

Species identified in the non-wet pasture areas include Johnson grass, yellow 
bristle grass, annual sumpweed, arrow-leaf sida, vasey grass, Brazilian vervain, 
and eastern false-willow. The scrub/shrub areas are comprised of Chinese tallow 
tree, eastern false-willow, wax myrtle, giant ragweed, dew berry, elderberry, red 
mulberry, pepper vine, and dog-fennel. 

The Westbank Site N area is approximately 76 acres of pasture land located next 
to the Hero Canal (figure 8). The herbaceous layer is comprised of golden rod, 
dog fennel, arrow-leaf sida, and Johnson grass. This area is described in detail in 
IER #12. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Government-approved actions, as described 
in IER #12 and IER #13, would be implemented and there would be no direct or 
indirect impacts to Non-Wetland ResourceslUpland Resources through CEMVl"J 
actions at the proposed Westbank Site N area. The material removed during the 
construction of the West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment 
as well as the Hero Canal Levee would be evaluated for borrow suitability. 
Suitable material would be utilized in the construction of the HSDRRS and that 
material found unsuitable to be used as borrow would be disposed of in the 
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Walker Road borrow pit. The overburden material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) 
would be mulched and used on site or hauled away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
With implementation of the proposed action, non-wetland resources/upland 
resources would be cleared and borrow excavated from Westbank Site N as 
outlined in IER #22. The thick scrub/shrub areas that provided cover for wildlife 
would be removed. All borrow material suitable for use in the construction of the 
HSDRRS would be removed from the Westbank Site N area. The site would then 
be utilized for the deposition of clean, cleared and grubbed material from the 
construction of the West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment 
as well as the Hero Canal Levee. The pasture areas would be allowed to 
revegetate naturally. Some scrub/shrub areas may redevelop around the borrow 
area perimeters in time. 

There would be no direct or indirect impacts to non-wetland resources under the 
proposed action alternative with respect to floodwall construction around the 
Belle Chasse Tunnel and the Barriere Golf Course access road relocation. There 
would be direct impacts to upland resources located beneath the LA 23 bridge as a 
result of the Barriere Golf Course access road relocation (figure 9). These 
resources are primarily located within existing LADOTD and utility rights of way 
in an urban and developed area. The proposed design and alignment are within the 
project ROW identified in IER #12. 
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Belle Chasse Tunnel Risk Reduction 

Contract WBV 6.2 

A floodwall, earthen ramp and 7 floodgates will be constructed around the 

Belle Chasse Tunnel. 


Figure 9: Belle Cbasse Tunnel Risk Reduction Proposed Action 
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3.2.4 Wildlife 

Existing Conditions 

The study area contains a great variety of mammals, birds, reptiles, and 
amphibians. Species inhabiting the area include nutria, muskrat, mink, otter, 
raccoon, white-tailed deer, skunks, rabbits, squirrels, armadillos, and a variety of 
smaller mammals. Wood ducks and some migratory waterfowl may be present 
during winter, especially in the proposed Westbank Site N and the Belle Chasse 
Tunnel project location due to the close proximity of the areas to the Mississippi 
River, which is a major flyway. 

Non-game wading birds, shore birds, and sea birds including egrets, ibis, herons, 
sandpipers, willets, black-necked stilts, gulls, terns, skimmers, grebes, loons, 
cormorants, and white and brown pelicans are found in the project vicinity. 
Various raptors such as barred owls, red-shouldered hawks, northern harriers 
(marsh hawks), American kestrel, and red-tailed hawks may be present. Passerine 
birds in the areas include sparrows, vireos, warblers, mockingbirds, grackles, red
winged blackbirds, wrens, blue jays, cardinals, and crows. Many of these birds are 
present primarily during periods of spring and fall migrations. The areas may also 
provide habitat for the American alligator, salamanders, toads, frogs, turtles, and 
several species of poisonous and nonpoisonous snakes. The existing ditches, 
canals, marshes, and Mississippi River batture provide suitable breeding habitat 
for various species of mosquitoes. 

The bald eagle is a raptor that is found in various areas throughout the United 
States and Canada as well as throughout the study area. Bald eagles are federally 
protected under the Bald Eagle Protection Act of 1940. The bald eagle feeds on 
fish, rabbits, waterfowl, seabirds, and carrion (Ehrlich et al. 1988). The main basis 
of the bald eagle diet is fish, but they will feed on other items such as birds and 
carrion depending upon availability of the various foods. Eagles require roosting 
and nesting habitat, which in Louisiana consists of large trees in fairly open stands 
(Anthony et al. 1982). Bald eagles nest in Louisiana from October through mid
May. Eagles typically nest in bald cypress trees near fresh to intermediate 
marshes or open water in the southeastern parishes. 

The area around the Belle Chasse Tunnel is dominated by urban development 
protected by flood control measures that includes earthen levees, drainage canals, 
pumping stations, and navigation canal locks and dams. The Algiers Canal is part 
of the GIWW system. It provides a route for conveyance of goods and materials 
for local consumption and distribution. The areas immediately adjacent to the 
project are typified by industrial, residential, and open space usage. Large 
amounts of the developed property along the canal's frontage are in the industrial 
land-use category. The businesses located within this land use range from 
shipbuilding/restoration/transportation to automobile salvage and recycling 
centers. 
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Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Government-approved actions, as described 
in IER #12 and IER #13, would be implemented and there would be no direct or 
indirect impacts to wildlife through CEMVN actions at the proposed Westbank 
Site N area. The material removed during the construction of the West Closure 
Complex eastern flood wall and road realignment as well as the Hero Canal Levee 
would be evaluated for borrow suitability. Suitable material would be utilized in 
the construction of the HSDRRS and that material found unsuitable to be used as 
borrow would be disposed of in the Walker Road borrow pit. The overburden 
material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) would be mulched and used on site or 
hauled away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
With implementation of the Westbank Site N proposed action, wildlife would be 
displaced when the areas are cleared and excavated as outlined in IER #22. This 
displacement and loss of habitat should be temporary and would last the duration 
of project construction in the area. Once material from the construction of the 
West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment as well as the 
Hero Canal Levee is placed within Westbank Site N, the area would be allowed to 
revegetate naturally, which would allow the wildlife to return to the area. Once 
the area is filled in, there may be some differences in elevation resulting from 
placement of material and settlement; however this would match the natural 
surrounding landscape. 

No wildlife would be impacted under the proposed action alternative with respect 
to floodwall construction around the Belle Chasse Tunnel and the Barriere Golf 
Course access road relocation. 

3.2.5 Threatened and Endangered Species 

Existing Conditions 

There may be a presence of brown pelicans in the vicinity of the proposed 
Westbank Site N disposal area and the Belle Chasse Tunnel project area. The 
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brown pelican is a year-round resident that typically forages for and feeds on fish 
throughout the study area. In winter, spring, and summer, nests are built in 
mangrove trees or other shrubby vegetation, although occasional ground nesting 
may occur. Small coastal islands and sand bars are typically used as loafing areas 
and nocturnal roosting areas. 

There have been no sightings of any T &E species in the Westbank Site N area or 
in the Belle Chasse Tunnel project area. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Government-approved actions, as described 
in IER #12 and IER #13, would be implemented and there would be no direct or 
indirect impacts to T &E species or their critical habitats through CEMVN actions 
at the proposed Westbank Site N area. The material removed during the 
construction of the West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment 
as well as the Hero Canal Levee would be evaluated for borrow suitability. 
Suitable material would be utilized in the construction of the HSDRRS and that 
material found unsuitable to be used as borrow would be disposed of in the 
Walker Road borrow pit. The overburden material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) 
would be mulched and used on site or hauled away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
With implementation of the Westbank Site N proposed action, there would not 
likely be any adverse affect on any T &E species or their critical habitats. There 
were no sightings of the brown pelican in the project area; however they may be 
present in the project vicinity. The USFWS concurred with the CEMVN on June 
28, 2010, (Appendix D) that the construction of the West Closure Complex 
eastern flood wall and road realignment as well as the Hero Canal Levee and 
disposal of clean, cleared and grubbed material from these activities into 
Westbank Site N would not be likely to adversely affect the brown pelican or any 
other T &E species, or their critical habitat. 

No T &E species would be impacted under the proposed action alternative with 
respect to floodwall construction around the Belle Chasse Tunnel and the Barriere 
Golf Course access road relocation. 
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3.2.6 Cultural Resources 

Existing Conditions 

The Westbank Site N area is located partly within drained back swamps. While 
back swamps were utilized for resource extraction during both prehistoric and 
historic periods, there is little evidence of occupation in this habitat. Thus the 
likelihood for the presence of undiscovered cultural sites within these project 
areas remains low. Portions of the Westbank Site N lie within natural levees, a 
landform that served as a focus of prehistoric and historic occupation. Intensive 
subsurface testing of these project areas failed to identify cultural resources in the 
APEs (Nolan et al. 2007; Harlan and Nolan 2007). 

The area around the Belle Chasse Tunnel is dominated by urban development 
protected by flood control measures that includes earthen levees, drainage canals, 
pumping stations, and navigation canal locks and dams. Earth Search, Inc. 
conducted an archaeological survey of a portion of the current project area located 
on the south bank of Bayou Barataria near the Hero Cutoff in 1999 (Lee et al. 
2000). Despite intensive auger testing, no cultural deposits were identified. Earth 
Search, Inc. conducted another survey along a proposed right of way extension 
along Peters Road in 2004 (Stanton et al. 2004). This survey crossed the project 
area described in IER # 12 at Bayou Barataria and the GIWW. No archaeological 
sites or significant standing structures were recorded. No cultural resources were 
identified. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative for Westbank Site N, the Government-approved 
actions, as described in IER # 12 and IER # 13, would be implemented and there 
would be no direct or indirect impacts to Cultural Resources through CEMVN 
actions at the proposed Westbank Site N area. The material removed during the 
construction of the West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment 
as well as the Hero Canal Levee would be evaluated for borrow suitability. 
Suitable material would be utilized in the construction of the HSDRRS and that 
material found unsuitable to be used as borrow would be disposed of in the 
Walker Road borrow pit. The overburden material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) 
would be mulched and used on site or hauled away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
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accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
For cultural resources, coordination for the use of the Westbank Site N borrow 
area was found to have no impacts to cultural resources. This coordination 
includes use of the land not only for excavation of borrow as originally described, 
but also as an area for disposal of excess materials as currently described. The 
ROW for the proposed floodwalls and the Barriere Golf Course access road 
relocation was coordinated in the original IER # 12 document. 

The letter of agreement to CEMVN's conclusion of no impacts to cultural 
resources was signed by parties on the following dates: 

SHPO: 12/26/07 
Chitimacha 12/27/07 
Mississippi Band of Choctaw: 1/15/08 
Choctaw of Oklahoma: 12/5/07 

All other consulted parties did not offer comment, and as per the National Historic 
Preservation Act, no comment after a period of 30 days is taken as agreement 
with the CEMVN conclusion. 

3.2.7 Recreational Resources 

Existing Conditions 

Belle Chasse Walking Park, Bayou Barrier Golf Course, and the Gulf Intracoastal 
Waterway (GIWW) are within the project area. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, Belle Chasse Walking Park would remain open 
and no impact would occur as a result of closure. Other impacts to recreation 
would not differ significantly from those described in IER # 12 and IER #22. 

Proposed Action 
The Belle Chasse Walking Park would be temporarily closed during construction 
to ensure public safety. The closure is anticipated from approximately November 
2010 through July 2011. Recreationists who use the park would be temporarily 
impacted during the closure. There are other parks approximately two miles 
from the project area including the Medal of Honor Park and a walking park on 
Wall Boulevard. The current access road to Bayou Barriere Golf Course would 
be closed after completion of a new access road. Access to the golf course would 
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be available throughout the construction period. Although fishing and 
recreational boating are possible in the GIWW, such use is minimal given the 
industrial nature of the area and would not be expected to be greatly impacted. 
Indirect and Cumulative Impacts would not differ significantly from those 
described in IER #12 and IER #22. 

3.2.8 Noise Quality 

Noise is generally described as unwanted sound, which can be based either on 
objective effects (hearing loss, damage to structures, etc.) or subjective judgments 
(such as community annoyance). Sound is usually represented on a logarithmic 
scale with a unit called the decibel (dBA). Sound on the decibel scale is referred 
to as the sound level. The threshold of discomfort or pain is around 120 dBA. 

Noise levels are computed over a 24-hour period and adjusted for nighttime 
annoyances to produce the day-night average sound level (DNL). DNL is the 
community noise metric recommended by the USEPA and has been adopted by 
most Federal agencies (USEPA, 1974). A DNL of 65 dBA is the level most 
commonly used for noise planning purposes and represents a compromise 
between community impact and the need for activities like construction. Areas 
consistently exposed to a DNL above 65 dBA are generally not considered 
suitable for residential use. A DNL of 55 dBA was identified by USEPA as a 
level below which there is no adverse impact (USEPA, 1974). 

Noise ranging from about 10 dBA for the rustling of leaves to as much as 115 
dBA (the upper limit for unprotected hearing exposure established by the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration) is common in areas where there 
are sources of industrial operations, construction activities, and vehicular traffic. 

Existing Conditions 

Noise in the study area is sourced from various forms of traffic on LA 23, General 
De Gaulle Drive, Lapalco Boulevard, Engineers Road, Peters Road, and other 
local roads. Heavy equipment and manufacturing operations at the many 
industrial sites in the study area contribute to noise levels. Periodic high noise 
levels are generated and impact a large zone around the study area by aircraft as 
they approach and depart the U.S. Naval Air Station at Belle Chasse. Boat traffic 
on the GIWW, Algiers Canal, Harvey Canal and Hero Canal is another source of 
noise. Westbank Site N is located in a rural area near LA Highway 23. The 
closest residence is located approximately 2 miles from Westbank Site N. 

The Belle Chasse Tunnel runs beneath the Algiers Canal on LA 23. Detailed 
discussions of noise in the project area can be found in IER #12, section 3.2.9; 
IER # 13, section 3.2.11; and IER #22, section 3.2.10, which are incorporated by 
reference. Currently, sound levels would be expected to be moderate to heavy and 
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the primary producers of sound would be from vehicular and maritime traffic, 
people and industry. Local traffic may have short-term sound levels that are high. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Government approved actions, as described 
in IER #12 and IER #13, would be implemented and there would be no direct or 
indirect impacts to noise levels through CEMVN actions at the proposed 
Westbank Site N area. The material removed during the construction of the West 
Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment, as discussed in IER 
#12, as well as the Hero Canal Levee, as discussed in IER #13, would be 
evaluated for borrow suitability. Suitable material would be utilized in the 
construction of the HSDRRS and that material found unsuitable to be used as 
borrow would be disposed of in the Walker Road borrow pit. The overburden 
material (Le., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) would be mulched and used on site or hauled 
away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
With implementation of the proposed action for Westbank Site N, there would be 
an elevation of noise in the vicinity of the Westbank Site N area. The noise would 
be associated with construction equipment such as bulldozers, excavators, haul 
trucks, and/or chainsaws working on the construction of the West Closure 
Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment as well as the Hero Canal Levee 
and disposal of clean, cleared and grubbed material from these activities into 
Westbank Site N. The closest resident is located approximately 2 miles from the 
construction area and may experience temporary impacts from elevated noise 
levels. However, these impacts are expected to be minimal and constrained to 
construction hours. 

With the proposed Belle Chasse Tunnel floodwall construction, construction 
would occur 24 hours a day during the construction period beginning 
approximately in November 2010 and potentially lasting for one year. Pile 
driving would only occur between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. 
Temporary, direct noise impacts would occur during construction, and 
periodically thereafter for maintenance purposes. 
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Residential subdivisions are located adjacent (within one tenth of a mile with 
some residences as close as a few hundred feet) to the project area on either side 
of the Algiers Canal. Residents in these areas would experience significant direct 
noise impacts due to the proposed floodwall/ievee and road construction with 
elevated noise levels from motors, pumps, generators, heavy equipment and pile 
driving. Residents living within 200 feet of the project area would be expected to 
experience construction sound levels above 65 dBA. 

Using data from the Federal Highway Administration, (FHWA), Table 2 provides 
a listing of noise generating equipment typically used for construction of levees 
and floodwalls and Table 3 provides a comparison chart of common sounds and 
their associated decibel levels. Residents in the subdivisions located adjacent to 
the proposed construction could expect to experience noise levels that fall 
between the 200 ft and 1000 ft level, depending on each home's distance from the 
project area. 

Table 2: FHWA noise levels at distance from the source (dBA) 
Noise Generator I 50 ft* 100 ft* 200 ft* 500 ft* 1000 ft* 
Dump Truck 76I 70 64 56 50 
Backhoe 78 72 68 58 52 
Front End Loader 79 73 67 59 53 
Concrete Mixer 79 73 67 59 53 
Crane 8~ 75 69 61 55 
Bull Dozer 82 76 70 62 56 
Auger Drill 84 78 72 64 58 
Pile Driver 91 85 79 71 65 

* D,stance from receptor. 
Source: FHWA 2007. The decibels (dBA) at 50 it are measured; the others are model estimates. 

Table 3: Common Sounds and their Decibel Levels , 
Sound dB SounddB I 1 

I 95-110o ISoftest sound a person can hear Motorcycle 

110 Shouting in ear ~o1Nonnal conversation 

Leaf blower7ofFreeway traffic I 110 

8o jrunging telephone I 110 Car horn 
-

Football game (stadium) 85 IHeavy traffic I 117 

85 jCity traffic inside car 130 Stock car races 

150 Firecracker9o1Truck 

0 Shouted conversation 170 Shotgunf90JSh 
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r90 ITrain whistle at 500 ft I 194 JiOudest sound that can occur I 
Source: FHWA 2007. The decibels (dBA) at 50fl are measured; the others are model estimates. 

3.2.9 Air Quality 

Existing Conditions 

As of 15 June 2005, the I-hour ozone standard for the Greater New Orleans area 
(Orleans, Jefferson, St. Bernard, Plaquemines, and St. Charles Parishes) was 
revoked and replaced by an 8-hour standard. The New Orleans area is currently 
not subject to any conformity requirements of the Clean Air Act. In other words, 
these parishes are now in attainment of the 8-hour ozone standard and all other 
criteria pollutant National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The 
parishes listed previously are currently in attainment of all NAAQS. This 
classification is the result of area-wide air quality modeling studies. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Government-approved actions, as described 
in IER #12 and IER #13, would be implemented and there would be no direct or 
indirect impacts to air quality through CEMVN actions at the proposed Westbank 
Site N area. The material removed during the construction of the West Closure 
Complex eastern flood wall and road realignment as well as the Hero Canal Levee 
would be evaluated for borrow suitability. Suitable material would be utilized in 
the construction of the HSDRRS and that material found unsuitable to be used as 
borrow would be disposed of in the Walker Road borrow pit. The overburden 
material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) would be mulched and used on site or hauled 
away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
With implementation of the proposed action, there would be short duration of 
impacts to air quality that would result from the disposal of material into the 
Westbank Site N pit in Plaquemines Parish. These impacts would be controlled by 
implementing proper best management practices (BMP). Air quality impacts 
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would be limited to those produced by heavy equipment, and suspended dust 
particles could be generated by bulldozing, dumping, and grading operations. 
Operation of construction equipment and support vehicles would generate volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs), particulate matter (PM) 10, PM 2.5, nitrogen oxides 
(NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (03) and sulfur oxides (SOx) emissions 
from diesel engine combustion. The construction equipment and haul trucks 
should have catalytic converters and mufflers to reduce exhaust emissions. 

Dust suppression methods would be implemented to minimize dust emissions. Air 
emissions from the proposed action would be temporary and should not 
significantly impair air quality in the region. Due to the short duration of the 
disposal process, any increases or impacts on ambient air quality would be 
expected to be short-term and minor and would not be expected to cause or 
contribute to a violation of Federal or state ambient air quality standards. 

Under the proposed action for the Belle Chasse Tunnel, no permanent direct or 
indirect impacts would be expected although temporary air quality impacts would 
be anticipated. Portions of the study area south of the LA 23 bridge on the west 
bank of the Algiers Canal are heavily industrialized, as is the eastern bank of the 
Harvey Canal. Cranes, trucks, and other diesel equipment are constantly in use in 
much of the area. The anticipated addition of minor amounts of air poUutants 
from the construction of the proposed action would not measurably degrade 
ambient air quality. During the construction, proper and routine maintenance of 
all vehicles and other construction equipment would be implemented to ensure 
that emissions are within the appropriate design standards. Dust suppression 
methods would be implemented to minimize fugitive dust emissions. Air 
emissions from the proposed action would be temporary and would not 
significantly impair air quality in the region. 

3.2.10 Water Quality 

Existing Conditions 

Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (LDEQ) regulates both point and 
nonpoint source pollution. The study area includes water quality resources such as 
wet bottomland hardwoods, cypress-tupelo swamps, an existing canal on the 
protected side of the existing levee, and borrow sites, including Westbank Site N, 
on the protected side of the existing Hero Canal levee. A detailed discussion of 
water quality in the project area can be found in IER #12, section 3.2.10, IER #13, 
section 3.2.10 and IER #22, section 3.2.12, which are incorporated by reference. 

The area around the Belle Chasse Tunnel is dominated by urban development 
protected by flood control measures that includes earthen levees, drainage canals, 
pumping stations, and navigation canal locks and dams. The Algiers Canal is part 
of the GIWW system. It provides a route for conveyance of goods and materials 
for local consumption and distribution. A detailed discussion of water quality in 
the project area can be found in IER #12, section 3.2.10. 
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Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Government-approved actions, as described 
in IER #12 and IER #]3, would be implemented and there would be no direct or 
indirect impacts to water quality through CEMVN actions at the proposed 
Westbank Site N area. The material removed during the construction of the West 
Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road realignment as well as the Hero 
Canal Levee would be evaluated for borrow suitability. Suitable material would 
be utilized in the construction of the HSDRRS and that material found unsuitable 
to be used as borrow would be disposed of in the Walker Road borrow pit. The 
overburden material (i.e., roots, stumps, trees, etc.) would be mulched and used on 
site or hauled away to a landfill. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
The WBV-90 (lER #12) and WBV-12 (lER #13) projects plan to dispose of up to 
600,000 cubic yards of material that is not suitable for levee construction, into the 
Westbank Site N borrow pit. Additionally, material excavated from the Westbank 
Site N that is unsuitable for use as levee material and the debris cleared and 
grubbed from the surface of Westbank Site N will be disposed of into West bank 
Site N. 

The CEMVN requires that construction Best Management Practices, (BMPs), be 
implemented and followed during the construction phase. Silt fencing and hay 
bales would be installed around the perimeter of the proposed borrow areas to 
control runoff. Despite the use of BMPs with implementation of the proposed 
action, there could be some disturbances to water quality in the inunediate 
vicinity of the proposed project area. The contractor would be required to secure 
all proper Federal, state, and local permits required for potentially impacting 
water quality. 

To make optimal use of available material, excavation would begin at one end of 
the borrow area and be continuous across the width of the areas to the required 
borrow depths, to provide surface drainage to the low side of the borrow area as 
excavation proceeds. Excavation for semi-compacted fill would not be permitted 
in water nor shall excavated material be scraped, dragged, or otherwise moved 
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through water. In some cases, the borrow areas may need to be drained with the 
use of a sump pump. 

Approximately 400,000 to 700,000 cubic yards will be excavated from Westbank 
Site N. Quantities vary due to variations in the material and its suitability for use 
as levee embankment material. Approximately 400,000 to 700,000 cubic yards is 
expected to be disposed of into Westbank Site N. This material will not be highly 
compacted or dried. The initial height of the material placed into Westbank Site 
N is expected to be between 4' and 8' above existing ground. The final height of 
the material after settlement is expected to be between 2' and 5' above existing 
ground elevations. Site restoration would include grading the slopes. 

Water quality impacts with respect to the Belle Chasse floodwall construction 
would not be expected to differ from those set forth in IER #12. 

3.2.11 Aesthetic (Visual) Resources 

Existing Conditions 

The principal distinguishing visual characteristics of the Westbank Site N project 
area are its flat topography accentuated by the drainage canals that parcel land 
cleared for various uses. Land use includes the maritime related industry 
surrounding the Hero Canal and the borrow pits along Walker Road. Water 
resources consist of the GIWW, various fragmented bayous and ponds that appear 
to be water filled borrow areas. 

In the Belle Chasse Tunnel project area, the project area's landscape is dominated 
by urban development protected by flood control measures that includes earthen 
levees, drainage canals, pumping stations, and navigation canal locks and dams. 
Also prevalent within the project area are maritime related industry and 
residential development occasionally broken up by undeveloped land and 
recreation venues. Moving North East, the Algiers Canal adjacent area begins as 
vacant land then transitions to a residential area until reaching the LA 23 Bridge; 
from there, a golf course is first encountered and then mostly vacant land with 
intermittent industrial/commercial, residential, and public uses until reaching the 
Algiers Lock. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, the Westbank Site N borrow pit would not be 
used for the disposal of material associated with 100-year level offlood risk 
reduction construction. The direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to visual 
resources would not differ from those described in IER #12 and IER #22. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers 
Canal around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. 
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Because the current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not 
satisfy the required factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to 
allow the canal to function safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin 
during storm events, the area would experience continued risk of levee failures 
and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would not need to be closed to 
accommodate construction and the golf course access road would not need to be 
relocated. 

Proposed Action 
Under the proposed action, no foreseen direct, indirect or cumulative impacts to 
visual resources would occur at the proposed Westbank Site N borrow pit disposal 
area. The Westbank Site N borrow pit area is visually remote and lacks 
significant distinctive visual qualities. This material placed into Westbank Site N 
will not be highly compacted or dried, therefore the initial height of the material is 
expected to be between 4' and 8' above existing ground. The final height of the 
material after settlement is expected to be between 2' and 5' above existing ground 
elevations. Site restoration would include grading the slopes and the entire area 
would be expected to revegetate. 

In the Belle Chasse Tunnel project area, no foreseen direct, indirect or cumulative 
impacts to visual resources would occur. The vast majority of the footprint of 
disturbance necessary to construct the proposed action is in an area where flood 
protection measures, navigation-related channel improvements, and other and 
infrastructure projects including roads currently exist. 

3.3 SOCIOECONOMIC RESOURCES 

The focus of this section is to evaluate the relative socioeconomic impacts, if any, of 
construction activities associated with disposing of clean, cleared and grubbed material 
into the Westbank Site N borrow area and the construction of the floodwalls and road 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel. This section also incorporates by reference the 
Socioeconomic Resource Section oflER #12 with additions to Section 3.3.2, Impacts to 
Employment, Business and Industrial Activity and Section 3.3.4, Effects on 
Transportation to address the potential impacts resulting from the closures of the Belle 
Chasse Tunnel associated with the proposed construction of the Algiers Detention Basin 
floodwalls outlined in IER #12. 

Existing Conditions 

The West Bank Vicinity amended supplemental proposed project area is located in the 
town ofBelle Chase, Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana. The project area is located in census 
tract 5'03, block group 3, blocks 3002, 3003, 3031, 3032, 3033, and 3034. The nearest 
residential development is located in block 3003, which is approximately two miles away 
from the project site. According to the US Census, in 2000 the census tract area had a 
population of 2,878 and 1,040 housing units. Additionally, the Census block 3003 has a 
popuiation estimate of 344 and has approximately 120 housing units. Currently, this is 
the best available data for the geographic region; preliminary 2010 Census data was not 
available at this time and will not be available until 2011 at the earliest. 
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This area of greater New Orleans within Plaquemines and Jefferson Parishes is a mixture 
of commercial, industrial, and general business development along with mixed residential 
development. The Harvey Canal and Algiers Canal are both part of the GIWW system. 
They provide a route for conveyance of goods and materials for local consumption and 
distribution. The areas immediately adjacent to the Belle Chasse Tunnel are typified by 
industrial, residential, and open space usage. Large amounts of the developed property 
along the canal's frontage are in the industrial land-use category. The businesses located 
within this land use range from shipbuilding/restoration/transportation to automobile 
salvage and recycling centers. 

Approximately 9 miles of the levee system primarily along the east bank of the Harvey 
Canal and the west bank of the Algiers Canal lie within this land use. Along the north 
side of the Algiers Canal, industrial and commercial businesses occupy most of the land 
from LA 23 downstream to the GIWW. Approximately 22 finns occupy land adjacent to 
the canal, with docks and other marine facilities making use of the canal. Along the east 
side of the Harvey Canal from the Algiers Canal upstream to Lapalco Boulevard, 15 
finns are located adjacent to the canal and have docks and other marine facilities making 
use of the canal. These businesses are on the flood side of the current HSDRRS 
protection. 

The Westbank Site N area is located in a rural area adjacent to Walker Road which 
intersects Highway 23, a road segment that is used daily by large trucks hauling freight to 
and from Venice, Louisiana. Within the vicinity, the only commercial business is a 
shooting range. This commercial property lies on Walker Road and extends to East 
Bayou Road. There is public infrastructure supplying water and electricity within the 
area, both to the commercial property as well as to the residential area notated prior, but 
there are no other fonns of public facilities or services within the affected area of the 
project site. 

The primary transportation network in the project area consists of the following 
roadways: LA 406 utilizing the bridge over the Algiers Canal at the end of General de 
Gaulle Drive (Intracoastal Waterway Bridge); LA 23 utilizing the Bene Chasse Bridge 
and Tunnel over/under the Algiers Canal: Lapalco Boulevard and the Lapalco Bridge 
over the Harvey Canal. Local roads include Engineers Road and Barriere Road parallel 
and adjacent to the Algiers Canal; and Peters Road and Destrehan Avenue parallel to the 
Harvey Canal. 

3.3.1 Displacement of Population and Housing 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Impacts 
The analysis for Displacement of Population and Housing from IER #12 is incorporated 
by reference. This section includes additional analysis to address impacts associated the 
proposed disposal and tunnel closure activities. 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would not be any disposal activities in the 
proposed area, Westbank Site N. The disposal of materials would continue as described 
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within IER 12 and IER 13. Consequently, socioeconomic impacts to the displacement of 
population and housing would be as described previously in IER 12 and IER 13. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers Canal 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. Because the 
current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not satisfy the required 
factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to allow the canal to function 
safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin during storm events, the area would 
experience continued risk of levee failures and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would 
not need to be closed to accommodate construction and the golf course access road would 
not need to be relocated. 

There would be no displacement of population or housing under the No Action 
alternative. However, since this alternative fails to provide the level of risk reduction 
required by USACE design standards, the actual and perceived risks to population under 
this alternative would be higher than under the proposed alternative. Floods occurring 
under the No Action alternative that would likely be avoided under the proposed 
alternative increase the potential for permanent displacement of population and housing. 

Proposed Action 
As the closest residential population is a distance of2 miles from Westbank Site N, it 
would not be necessary to displace any of the surrounding population or housing as a 
result of the proposed action. Additionally, given the relatively small change in project 
size and scope of the construction activities that Westbank Site N represents, it is 
expected that there would be no incremental impacts to the displacement of population 
and housing resulting from the proposed action beyond what has been described within 
IER 12 and IER 13. 

Although residential areas exist near the Belle Chasse Tunnel project area, construction 
impacts would be temporary and would not be anticipated to displace any population or 
housing. 

3.3.2 Impacts to Employment, Business and Industry 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would not be any disposal activities in the 
proposed area, Westbank Site N. The disposal of materials would continue as described 
within IER 12 and IER 13. Consequently, socioeconomic impacts to employment, 
business and industry would be as described previously in IER 12 and IER 13. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers Canal 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. Because the 
current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not satisfy the required 
factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to allow the canal to function 
safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin during storm events, the area would 
experience continued risk of levee failures and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would 
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not need to be closed to accommodate construction and the golf course access road would 
not need to be relocated. 

There would be no incremental direct impacts to business and industry under the No 
Action alternative. However, under these conditions, the actual and perceived risks to 
businesses in the vicinity would be directly impacted. Costs associated with business 
development and sustainability would likewise be impacted. The lack of flood risk 
reduction could be a long term detriment to the economic vitality of the area to be 
protected. 

Additionally, there may be moderate congestion-related impacts to businesses due to an 
increased presence of construction vehicles associated with already on-going and/or 
planned HSDRRS construction. Under the No Action alternative, businesses along the 
Harvey and Algiers Canals that are outside of the current HSDRRS would experience 
continued risk of flooding. 

Proposed Action 
Under the proposed action alternative, there is only one business, the shooting range that 
could potentially be affected by disposal activities in the Westbank Site N. Westbank 
Site N is adjacent to two active borrow excavation sites. Given the limited business 
activity in combination with borrow activities already on-going and the proximity of 
Westbank Site N to the construction areas and the current borrow sites, this additional 
activity would have negligible socioeconomic impacts to employment, business and 
industry beyond what is described in IER 12 and IER 13. 

Closure of the Belle Chasse Tunnel could cause temporary but significant congestion
related impacts as discussed in Section 3.3.4 Effects on Transportation. The area around 
the tunnel contains small businesses and restaurants located in mostly strip shopping 
centers (figure 10). Customers of these businesses could choose to avoid the area due to 
the traffic congestion resulting in potential, temporary business declines during periods of 
tunnel closure. 

During the construction period, a portion of R Street, which runs above the exit of the 
Belle Chasse Tunnel on LA 23, would be permanently impacted. The portion of the road 
would be reconfigured to allow traffic to access the nearby Barriere Golf Course. 

3.3.3 Availability of Public Facilities and Services 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Impacts 

The analysis for Availability of Public Facilities and Services from IER #12 is 
incorporated by reference. This section includes additional analysis to address impacts 
associated the proposed disposal and tunnel closure activities. 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would not be any disposal activities in the 
proposed area, Westbank Site N. The disposal of materials would continue as described 
within IER 12 and IER 13. Consequently, socioeconomic impacts to public facilities and 
services would be as described previously in IER 12 and IER 13. 
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Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers Canal 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. Because the 
current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not satisfy the required 
factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to allow the canal to function 
safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin during stonn events, the area would 
experience continued risk of levee failures and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would 
not need to be closed to accommodate construction and the golf course access road would 
not need to be relocated. 

There would be no direct impacts to the availability of public facilities and services under 
the No Action alternative. However, under these conditions, the actual and perceived 
risks to public facilities in the vicinity would be directly impacted, and in the event of 
flooding, the costs of providing these services would likewise be impacted. The lack of 
enhanced flood risk reduction could be a long tenn detriment to the economic vitality of 
the area to be protected. 

Proposed Action 
Given the Westbank Site N construction description, it is not expected that there would 
be any disruption in the use of public facilities or services. Additionally, given the 
relatively small change in project size and scope of the construction activities that 
Westbank Site N represents, it is expected that there would be no incremental impacts to 
public facilities and services resulting from the proposed action beyond what has been 
described within IER 12 and IER 13. 

The Belle Chasse Tunnel closures would affect traffic patterns in the area and would 
cause traffic congestion and delays as more particularly described in the Effects on 
Transportation analysis. Motorists and emergency vehicles would endure delays or need 
to take alternative routes during periods of closure. 

There would be a direct impact to a public walking park located on the west side of the 
Belle Chasse Tunnel (figure 11). The park would be closed during the construction 
period, but would reopen once work on the Belle Chasse Tunnel has been completed. 
Access to the golf course would not be impaired. 
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Belle Chasse Tunnel Risk Reduction 

Staging Area 

• 	 Belle Chasse Walking Park 

will be closed throughout 

construction to ensure public 

safety 


• 	 A walking trail is available at 

Medal of Honor Park located 

on Barriere Rd 


*Schedules are approximate and are subject to change 
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Figure 11: Belle Chasse Walking Park 
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3.3.4 Effects on Transportation 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Impacts 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would not be any disposal activities in the 
proposed Westbank Site N area. The disposal of materials would continue as described 
within IER 12 and IER 13. Consequently, socioeconomic impacts to transportation would 
be as described previously in IER 12 and IER 13. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers Canal 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. Because the 
current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not satisfy the required 
factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to allow the canal to function 
safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin during storm events, the area would 
experience continued risk of levee failures and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would 
not need to be closed to accommodate construction and the golf course access road would 
not need to be relocated. 

Under the No Action alternative, there would be congestion related impacts to 
transportation due to an increased presence of construction vehicles in the vicinity 
associated with on-going and planned HSDRRS construction. Potentially affected 
roadways include Engineers Road, Concord Road, and Bayou Road, all on the east bank 
of the Harvey Canal near the confluence with the Algiers Canal and the GIWW. 
Additionally, there may be increased congestion on Peters Road and Lapalco Boulevard, 
Highway 23, Walker Road, Buccaneer Road, and East Bayou Road; as well as on 
General DeGaulle Drive, Highway 406, Barriere Road, and Destrehan Avenue. However, 
all congestion-related impacts would be temporary in nature. 

Transportation impacts related to the construction of the HSDRRS have been analyzed in 
a report titled "Transportation Report for the Construction of the 100- year Hurricane and 
Storm Damage Risk Reduction System," which was released in March, 2010 and is 
available on nolaenvironmental.gov. 

Proposed Action 
Under the proposed action alternative, the project plan is to dispose of up to 600,000 
cubic yards of materials, not suitable for levee construction, into the Westbank Site N 
borrow pit. Westbank Site N is adjacent to two existing borrow excavation sites. Impacts 
to transportation would be limited to roads in the vicinity of the construction activity 
discussed in IER 12 and Westbank Site N (e.g., Bayou Road and possibly Walker Road). 
Given the location of Westbank Site N relative to the construction sites, these impacts 
would be expected to be minimal. Therefore, the additional disposal activity would have 
negligible socioeconomic impacts to transportation beyond what is described in IER 12 
and IER 13. 
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Construction of a T -Wall along the GIWW within the Algiers Detention Basin would 
require temporary closures of the Belle Chasse Tunnel on LA 23. The Belle Chasse 
Tunnel, as measured in 2008, conveys over 29,000 vehicles on an average day. This 
average is computed over a year's time and weekend days are averaged in with 
weekdays, so there is no way to detennine the volume differential between weekends and 
weekdays (figure 12). According to LADOTD, the difference is significant. 

The proposed 15 three-day weekend closure pattern would begin at 7:00 p.m. on Fridays 
and end at 5:00 a.m. on Mondays. The proposed closure pattern would be as follows: 

15 Weekend Closures with 1 Full Week of 1 Lane Closure and 3 Potential Additional 
Weekends for Weather Delays 

1. 	 Weekend 01 through Weekend 10 - (7:00 pm closure on Friday until 5:00 am 
opening on Monday*) All lanes of tunnel to be closed (figure 13) 

2. 	 Weekend 11 through Weekend 12 - (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday) For 7 consecutive days, 1 lane through 
tunnel to be closed (figure 14) 

3. 	 Weekend 13 through Weekend 15 - (7:00 pm closure on Friday until 5:00 am 
opening on Monday*) All lanes of tunnel to be closed (figure 13) 

* Due to weather delays or unforeseen circumstances beyond USACE control, the tunnel 
may be closed for an additional period of time beyond 15 weekends or for additional 
consecutive days beyond 3-day weekend closures. 

1. 	 Weather delay option - Weekend 16 through Weekend 18 - (7:00 pm on 
Friday unti15:00 am on Monday) 

During the closure of both lanes of the tunnel, the adjacent LA 23 Bridge, which 
nonnally conveys only north-bound traffic, would carry two-way traffic. Alternatively, 
motorists could use the Woodland Hwy Bridge on LA 406. 

According to the LADOTD, typical tunnel closures occurring on weekends, because of 
lower traffic counts, result in minimal traffic delays of about 5 minutes or less. However, 
tunnel closure during weekdays, with significantly higher counts, typically cause delays 
of 1 to 1.5 hours during peak traffic time. Non-peak weekday hours would result in 
traffic delays from 15 minutes to 30 minutes. One alternative route, which would avoid 
crossing the GIWW at Belle Chasse, would be to use General De Gaulle and LA 406, 
Woodland Hwy and Woodland Hwy Bridge which intersects LA 23 south of the Belle 
Chasse Tunnel (figure 15). This alternative route would be useful during a weekday 
closure but would result in increased traffic congestion on the alternative route itself. It 
would also add the wear and tear on this lesser used route. Increased traffic on this route 
would also add to the probability of more frequent traffic accidents. 
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An additional alternative route would include LA 3137 on the east bank of the 
Mississippi River and the Belle Chasse-Scarsdale Ferry, connecting with LA 23 south of 
the Belle Chasse Tunnel, near the Belle Chasse ferry landing. Use of this alternative 
would also increase traffic congestion on the ferry and possibly impact the ferry's 
operating schedule. 
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Belle Chasse Tunnel Risk Reduction 
Current Traffic Patterns 

• Coordinated closely with: 
• 	Louisiana Department of 


Transportation and 

Development 


• Plaquemines Parish 

• Current north-south 
access 

• Southbound Tunnel 

• Northbound Belle 
Chasse Bridge 
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Figure 12: Belle Cbasse Tunnel Traffic 
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Belle Chasse Tunnel Risk Reduction 
Traffic Patterns During Construction 


Weekends 1 - 9,12 ·15 


• 	 Approx 15 weekends 
from Feb. 2011 
through Jun. 2011 

• 	 Tunnel closed during 
construction 

• 	 24-hour operations 

• 	 No pile driving 
between 9 p.m. and 7 
a.m. 

* Schedules are approximate and are subject to change m 
Traffic impacts generated by construction of overhead roller gates at the Belle Chasse 
Tunnel will generate some traffic delays and detours similar to the monthly maintenance 
done by the Department of Transportation and Development. 

Figure 13: Traffic Patterns Weekends 1-11, 13-15 
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Belle Chasse Tunnel Risk Reduction 
Traffic Patterns During Construction 


Weeks 10-11 


'. 	 Single-lane of traffic 
through the tunnel 

• 	 Bridge in normal 
operation, two 
northbound lanes 

• 	 Single-lane access for 
approximately 11 days, 
from approximately 
third weekend of April 
through the fourth 
weekend of April 

* Schedules are approximate and are subject to change 
II ' -- ...• 

Figure 14: Belle Cbasse Traffic WeeklWeekend 12 

For 11 days. at approximately the end of April. access to the Belle Chasse Tunnel will be 
limited to a single-lane of traffic. 
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Figure 16: Figure 16: Belle Chasse-Scarsdale Ferry 
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3.3.5 Disruption of Community and Regional Growth 

Discussion ofDirect, Indirect, and Cumulative Impacts 

The analysis for Disruption of Community and Regional Growth from IER # 12 is 
incorporated by reference. This section includes additional analysis to address impacts 
associated the proposed disposal and tunnel closure activities. 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would not be any disposal activities in the 
proposed area, Westbank Site N. The disposal of materials would continue as described 
within IER 12 and IER 13. Consequently, socioeconomic impacts to community and 
regional growth would be as described previously in IER 12 and IER 13. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers Canal 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. Because the 
current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not satisfy the required 
factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to allow the canal to function 
safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin during stonn events, the area would 
experience continued risk of levee failures and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would 
not need to be closed to accommodate construction and the golf course access road would 
not need to be relocated. 

There would be no direct impacts to community and regional growth under the No Action 
alternative. However, under these conditions, the actual and perceived risks to businesses 
and residences in the vicinity would be directly impacted, reducing the potential for 
community and regional growth. Costs associated with business and residential 
development and sustainability would likewise be impacted. The lack of enhanced flood 
risk reduction could be a long tenn detriment to the economic vitality of the area. 

Proposed Action 
As the closest residential population to Westbank Site N is a distance of2 miles from the 
project site and because there would be no change in regional planning or zoning of land 
use within the community as a result of the use of Westbank Site N, it is expected that 
there would be no impacts to the community and regional growth resulting from the 
proposed action. Additionally, given the relatively small change in project size and scope 
of the construction activities that Westbank Site N represents, it is expected that there 
would be no incremental impacts to the community and regional growth reSUlting from 
the proposed action beyond what has been described within IER 12 and IER 13. Impacts 
associated with the potential Belle Chasse Tunnel floodwall construction and closures are 
anticipated to be the same as previously discussed in IER # 12. 
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3.3.6 Impacts to Tax Revenues and Property Values 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Impacts 

The analysis for Impacts to Tax Revenues and Property Values from IER #12 is 
incorporated by reference. This section includes additional analysis to address impacts 
associated the proposed disposal and tunnel closure activities. 

No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would not be any disposal activities in the 
proposed area, Westbank Site N. The disposal of materials would continue as described 
within IER 12 and IER 13. Consequently, socioeconomic impacts to tax revenues and 
property values would be as described previously in IER 12 and IER 13. 

Under the No Action alternative, the flood walls along either side of the Algiers Canal 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. Because the 
current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not satisfy the required 
factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to allow the canal to function 
safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin during storm events, the area would 
experience continued risk of levee failures and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would 
not need to be closed to accommodate construction and the golf course access road would 
not need to be relocated. 

There would be no direct impacts to tax revenues under the No Action alternative. Under 
these conditions, the actual and perceived risks to businesses and residences in the 
vicinity would be directly impacted. Costs associated with business and residential 
development and sustainment could likewise be impacted. As a result, tax revenues may 
be affected by a relative decrease in development. The lack of enhanced flood protection 
could be a long term detriment to the economic vitality of the area to be protected. 

Proposed Action 
Under the proposed action, any effects resulting from construction activities would be 
temporary and as such would not have a significant impact in the long-term. 
Additionally, given the relatively small change in project size and scope ofthe 
construction activities that Westbank Site N represents, it is expected that there would be 
no incremental impacts to tax revenues or property values as result of the proposed action 
beyond what has been described within IER 12 and IER 13. 

Potential avoidance ofHwy 23 and the small businesses located thereon in the area near 
the Belle Chasse Tunnel during periods of tunnel closure could result in temporary, minor 
decreases in sales tax revenue. 

3.3.7 Cbanges in Community Cobesion 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Impacts 
The analysis for Changes in Community Cohesion from IER #12 is incorporated by 
reference. This section includes additional analysis to address impacts associated the 
proposed disposal and tunnel closure activities. 
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No Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would not be any disposal activities in the 
proposed area, Westbank Site N. The disposal of materials would continue as described 
within IER 12 and IER 13. Consequently, socioeconomic impacts to community cohesion 
would be as described previously in IER 12 and IER 13. 

Under the No Action alternative, the floodwalls along either side of the Algiers Canal 
around the Belle Chasse Tunnel would not be constructed by the CEMVN. Because the 
current flood control structures within the Algiers Canal do not satisfy the required 
factors of safety and do not meet elevation requirements to allow the canal to function 
safely and effectively as a rainwater detention basin during storm events, the area would 
experience continued risk of levee failures and flooding. The Belle Chasse Tunnel would 
not need to be closed to accommodate construction and the golf course access road would 
not need to be relocated. 

There would be no direct impacts to community cohesion under the No Action 
alternative. 
However, under these conditions, the actual and perceived risks to businesses and 
residences in the vicinity would be directly impacted. Costs associated with business and 
residential development and sustainability would likewise be impacted. The lack of 
enhanced flood protection could be a long term detriment to the economic vitality of the 
area to be protected. 

Additionally, an increased risk of flooding due to a lower level of risk reduction may 
have detrimental effects on community cohesion in the area. 

Proposed Action 
As the closest residential population is a distance of2 miles from the Westbank Site N, 
no impacts would be expected to community cohesion as a result of the proposed action. 
Additionally, given the relatively small change in project size and scope that Westbank 
Site N represents, it is expected that there would be no incremental impacts to 
community cohesion resulting from the proposed action beyond what has been described 
within IER 12 and IER 13. 

Impacts associated with the potential Belle Chasse Tunnel floodwall construction are 
anticipated to be the same as previously discussed in IER #12. 

3.4 ENVlRONMENTAL JUSTICE 

Environmental Justice (EJ) is institutionally significant because of Executive Order 
12898 of 1994 (E.O. 12898) and the Department of Defense's Strategy on Environmental 
Justice of 1995, which direct Federal agencies to identify and address any 
disproportionately high adverse human health or environmental effects of Federal actions 
to minority and/or low-income populations. Minority populations are those persons who 
identify themselves as Black, Hispanic, Asian American, American Indian! Alaskan 
Native, and Pacific Islander. A minority population exists where the percentage of 
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minorities in an affected area either exceeds 50 percent or is meaningfully greater than in 
the general population. Low-income populations as of 2000 are those whose income is 
$22,050.00 for a family of four and are identified using the Census Bureau's statistical 
poverty threshold. The Census Bureau defines a "poverty area" as a Census tract with 20 
percent or more of its residents below the poverty threshold and an "extreme poverty 
area" as one with 40 percent or more below the poverty level. This is updated annually at 
http://aspe.hhs.gov Ipoverty/09poverty .shbnt . 

This resource is technically significant because the social and economic welfare of 
minority and low-income populations may be positively or disproportionately impacted 
by the proposed actions. This resource is publicly significant because of public concerns 
about the fair and equitable treatment (fair treatment and meaningful involvement) of all 
people with respect to environmental and human health consequences of federal laws, 
regulations, policies, and actions. 

A potential disproportionate impact may occur when the percent minority (50 percent) 
and/or percent low-income (20 pe~cent) population in an EJ study area are greater than 
those in the reference community. For purposes of this analysis, all Census Block Groups 
within a one mile radius of the project footprint are defined as the EJ study area. 
The HSDRRS project, of which this IER study area is a subset, is considered the 
reference community of comparison, whose population is therefore considered the EJ 
reference population for comparison purposes. Parish figures were used for 
unincorporated areas located within one mile of the proposed project footprint. 

The methodology, consistent with E.O. 12898, to accomplish this Environmental Justice 
analysis includes, identifying low-income and minority populations within the proposed 
borrow project area using up-to-date economic statistics, aerial photographs, 2000 U.S. 
Census records, Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI) estimates, as well 
as conducting community outreach activities such as public meetings. Despite the 2000 
U.S. Census being nine years old, it serves as a logical baseline of information and is the 
primary deciding variable per data accuracy and reliability for the following reasons: 

• 	 Census 2000 data is the most accurate source of data available due to the sample 
size of the Census decennial surveys. With one of every six households surveyed, 
the margin of error is negligible. 

• 	 The Census reports data at a much smaller geographic level than other survey 
sources, providing a more defined and versatile option for data reporting. 

• 	 Census information sheds light upon the demographic and economic framework 
of the area pre-Hurricane Katrina. By accounting for the absent population, the 
analysis does not exclude potentially low income and minority families that wish 
to return home. 

Due to the considerable impact of Hurricane Katrina upon the New Orleans metropolitan 
area, and the likely shift in demographics and income, the 2000 Census data are 
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supplemented with more current data, including 2007 and 2008 estimates provided by 
ESRI. The 2007 and 2008 estimates are utilized for reference purposes only to show 
changing trends in population since 2000. 

Historic Conditions 

The concept of "environmental justice" is rooted in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, which prohibited discrimination based on race, color and national origin, and other 
nondiscrimination statutes as well as other statutes including the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969, the Uniform Relocations Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1970, and 23 U.S.C Section 109 (h). In 1971, the Council on 
Environmental Quality's (CEQ) annual report acknowledged racial discrimination 
adversely affects the environment of the urban poor. During the next ten years, activists 
maintained that toxic waste sites were disproportionately located in low-income and areas 
populated by "people of color." By the early 1980s, the environmental justice movement 
had increased its visibility and broadened its support base (Commission for 
Environmental Equality 2009). 

This led to the United Church of Christ (UCC) undertaking a nationwide study and 
publishing Toxic Waste and Race in the United States (UCC 1987). This eventually 
gained the attention of the federal government and in 1992 the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's (EPA's) Office of Environmental Equity was established. In 1994, 
EJ was institutionalized within the federal government through Executive Order 12898 
(EPA 1995a), which focused federal attention on human-health and environmental 
conditions in minority and low-income communities (EPA 1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 1995d). 
Executive Order 12898 requires greater public participation and access to environmental 
information in affected communities. The results of early efforts and research (UCC 
1987) into EJ suggested that environmental amenities and toxic waste sites were not 
uniformly distributed among income groups, classes, or ethnic communities. Disparities 
of this nature may have been and continue to be the result of historical circumstances, 
lack of community participation, or simply inadequate or inappropriate oversight. 
Consequently, dialogue with some community groups were not conducted and their 
concerns not considered in the decision making process on local or federal actions. 

Existing Conditions 
According to the 2000 U.S. Census, and per requirements of Executive Order 12898 
(E.O. 12898), it has been determined that the IER #12 Westbank Site N disposal 
area is not a minority community at 32.1 percent minority population and not a low
income area with lS.l percent of its population below the poverty level. It is 
unlikely that the IER # 12 Westbank Site N disposal area is an EJ area of concern. 

In the Belle Chasse Tunnel project area, the levee on the south side of Algiers 
Canal runs through uninhabited area in its western half, along a residential area 
immediately west ofHwy. 23, and along a golf club and uninhabited area to the 
east ofHwy. 23. This residential area is not minority and/or low income in 
character, although a low income community is located within one mile (to the 
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East) of this section. It is unlikely that the Belle Chasse Tunnel floodwall 
construction project area is an EJ area of concern. 

Discussion of Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts 

No-Action 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no impacts to any minority and/or 
low-income communities as no minority and/or low-income communities have been 
identified in the study area. Therefore, no disproportionately high or adverse 
human health or environmental effects on minority or low-income populations 
would occur. 

Proposed Action 
Under the proposed action, there would be no impacts to any minority and/or low
income communities as no minority and/or low-income communities have been 
identified in the study area. Therefore, no disproportionately high or adverse 
human health or environmental effects on minority or low-income populations 
would occur. 

3.5 HAZARDOUS, TOXIC, AND RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

Under ER 1165-2-132 the reasonable identification and evaluation of Hazardous, Toxic, 
and Radioactive Waste (HTRW) contamination within a proposed area of construction is 
required. ER 1165-2-132 identifies the CEMVN HTRW policy to avoid the use of 
project funds for HTRW removal and remediation activities. Costs for necessary special 
handling or remediation of wastes (e.g., Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
[RCRA] regulated), pollutants and other contaminants, which are not regulated under the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), 
will be treated as project costs if the requirement is the result of a validly promulgated 
Federal, state or local regulation. 

An ASTM E 1527-05 Phase I ESA entitled "Westbank N Borrow Area, Walker Road, 
Belle Chasse, Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana" submitted by Aerostar Environmental 
Services, Inc. on January 29, 2009 was completed for the proposed project area. A copy 
of the Phase I ESA referenced below will be maintained on file at the CEMVN office in 
New Orleans, and are incorporated herein by reference. Copies of the report are available 
by requesting them from the CEMVN, or accessing them at www.nolaenvironemtal.gov. 

Seven on-site concerns and two off-site concerns were found. Most of these would be 
unlikely to affect the proposed work site. However, an oil well was identified in the 
central portion of the site. This well should be avoided and marked on the plans as a "No 
Work Area". 

CEMVN personnel made a field inspection of Westbank Site N on 2 July 2010. No 
additional RECs or concerns were found, and no additional HTRW investigation is 
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needed, unless the project area changes. The Algiers Detention Basin, Belle Chasse 
Tunnel floodwall construction area was previously covered in the original IER # 12 
document under Section 3.5, Hazardous, Toxic and Radioactive Waste. 

4. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

NEP A requires a Federal agency to consider not only the direct and indirect impacts of a 
proposed action, but also the cumulative impacts of the action. A cumulative impact is 
defined as the "the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact 
of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions 
regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other 
actions (40 CFR §1508.7)." Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but 
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time. These actions include 
on- or off-site projects conducted by government agencies, businesses, or individuals that 
are within spatial or temporal boundaries of the actions considered in this IER 
Supplemental. 

In addition to this IER, the CEMVN is preparing a draft Comprehensive Environmental 
Documents (CED) that will describe the work completed and the work remaining to be 
constructed. The purpose of the draft CED will be to document the work completed by 
the USACE on a system-wide scale. The draft CED will describe the integration of 
individual IERs into a systematic planning effort. Additionally, the draft CED will 
contain updated information for any IER that had incomplete or unavailable data at the 
time it was posted for public review. Overall cumulative impacts and future operations 
and maintenance requirements will also be included. The discussion provided below 
describes an overview of other actions, projects, and occurrences that may contribute to 
the cumulative impacts previously discussed. 

At the time of the completion of IER # 12, the USACE had identified two locations within 
the project area that would be suitable for the disposal of clean, cleared and grubbed 
material removed from the IER #12 project area. These two disposal options are 
consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the Louisiana Coastal Resources 
Program, which requires that dredged material be used beneficially when practicable. 
Two sites were discussed with the Interagency Team and are addressed in detail in IER 
#12. As construction on the IER #12 proposed actions progressed, a third site, Westbank 
Site N, was identified as a potential disposal site for clean material cleared and grubbed 
from the IER #12 project site. 

At the time of the approval of the Decision Record for IER #12, 18 February 2009, 100% 
of the project design was not complete and the full extent of potential impacts on 
transportation were unknown. It was understood that large quantities of construction 
materials would be delivered to the project area, as well as to other ongoing 100-year 
level of risk reduction projects in the Greater New Orleans area. Since the 2009 approval 
of IER # 12, a report titled "Transportation Report for the Construction of the 100- year 
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Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System" was released in March, 2010 and 
is available on www.nolaenvironmental.gov. 

There would be no adverse cumulative impacts on minority and/or low-income 
communities, as no such communities have been identified within the study area per 2000 
U.S. Census information and requirements ofE.O. 12898. Rather, the IER #12 Westbank 
Site N would contribute toward achieving and sustaining a coastal ecosystem that would 
support and protect the environment, local economy and culture of the region. Positive 
cumulative effects of implementing the proposed action would be the temporary 
expansion of the local economy by construction-related activities. Additionally, filling 
Westbank Site N would make available more land for economic use that would not be 
available if the pit were left filled with water. Anticipated cumulative impacts associated 
with the Belle Chasse Tunnel floodwall construction would be as previously described in 
IER #12. 

Table 4 shows the cumulative compensatory mitigation that would be completed by the 
CEMVN. This table will be updated as potential impacts are assessed in forthcoming 
IERs. 

Cumulative impacts for the actions considered in all of the IERs will be incorporated into 
the CED. 
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Table 4: HSDRRS I dC Miti!!ation to be C letedt - t 
""

NOD-wetBLH NOD-wetBLH BLH BLH Swamp Swamp Marsh Marsh Water Bottoms 
IER Parish Side 

acres AAHUs acres AAHUs acres AAHUs acres AAHUs acres 
1 Protected - - - - 137.50 73.99 - - -

LaBranche St. Charles 
Levee Flood - - 11.33 8.09 143.57 110.97 - -
1 Supp. Protected - - - - - - - - -

LaBranche St. Charles 
Levee Flood - - - - - - - -

- -
2 st. Charles, Protected - - - - - - - - 75.00 

West Return 
Floodwall 

Jefferson Flood - - - - - - 17.00 9.00 

3 Protected - - - - - - - - 26.40 
Jefferson Jefferson 
Lakefront Flood - - - - - - - -

4 Protected - - - - - - - - -
I Orleans Orleans 

Lake front Flood - - - - - - - -
5 Protected - - - - - - - - 3.20 

Lakefront Jefferson, Orleans 
Pump Stations Flood - - - - - - - -

6 Protected - - - - - - - - 6.90 
Citrus Lands Orleans 

Levee Flood - - - - - - 0.00 -
7 Protected - - 151.70 79.30 - - 100.40 36.80 106.00 

Lakefront Orleans 
FloodLevee - - 30.00 11.90 - - 70.00 37.20 

7 Supplemental Protected - - 17.30 9.90 - - 18.60 6.10 -
Lakefront Orleans 

FloodLevee - - 2.80 0.30 - - 56.00 29.80 

8 Protected - - - - - - - - 0.30 
Bayou St. Bernard 

FloodBienvenuelDup - - - - - - - -

9 Protected - - - - - - - - -
Caenarvon St. Bernard 
Floodwall Flood 10.00 4.65 1.16 0.66 - - 1.90 1.20 

10 Protected - - 38.32 16.44 - - 106.55 57.31 95 .00 
Chalmette St. Bernard 

Loop Flood - - 35.31 15.22 - - 323.04 209.94 

11 Tier 2 
Orleans, St. Protected - - - - - - - - -

Borgne 
Bernard Flood 15.00 2.59 122.00 24.33IHNC - - - -

-
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IER Parish Side 
Non-wet BLH 

acres 

Non-wet BLH 
AAHUs 

BLH BLH Swamp 

acres 

Swamp 

AAHUs 

Marsh 

acres 

Marsh Water Bottoms 

acresacres AAHUs AAHUs 

11 Tier 2 
Pontchartrain 

lHNC 

Orleans, St. 
Bernard 

Protected - - - - - - - - 7.00 

Flood - - - - - - - -

12 
GIWW, 
Harvey, 
Algiers 

Jefferson, Orleans, 
Plaquemines 

Protected - - 251.70 177.3 - - - - -

Flood - - 2.30 1.90 74.90 38.50 - -

13 
Hero Canal, 

East. Terminus 
Plaquemines 

Protected - - 13 .00 7.80 - - - - -

Flood - - 19.00 10.59 39.00 28.87 - -

14 
Westwego to 

Harvey Levee 
Jefferson 

Protected - - 45 .00 30.00 - - - - -

Flood - - 45 .50 18.58 29.75 17.02 - -

14 Supp. 
Westwego to 

Harvey Levee 
Jefferson 

Protected - - - - - - - - -

Flood - - - - 42.00 24.00 - -

15 
Lake 

Cataouatche 
Jefferson 

Protected - - 23.50 6.13 - - - - -

Flood - - 3.60 1.35 - - - -

16 
Western 
Tie-in 

Jefferson, 
St. Charles 

Protected - - - - - - - - -

Flood - - - - - - 137.80 66.30 

16 
Supplemental 

Western Tie-in 

Jefferson, 
St. Charles 

Protected - - - - - - - - -

Flood - - 79.10 37.26 - - - -
17 

Company 
Canal 

Jefferson 
Protected - - 5.50 2.69 - - - - -

Flood - - - - 19.00 17.09 - -

18 
GFBM 

Jefferson, Orleans, 
Plaquemines, St. 

Bernard, St. 

Protected 379.30 152.32 - - - - - - -

Flood - - - - - - - -

19 
CFBM 

Hancock County, 
MS; Iberville, 

Jefferson, Orleans, 
Plaquemines, St. 

Bernard 

Protected - - - - - - - - -

Flood - - - - - - - -

22 
GFBM 

Jefferson, 
Plaquemines 

Protected 244.69 118.54 - - - - - - -
Flood - - - - - - - -
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i 

I 

IER Parisb Side 
Non-wetBLH 

Hancock County, Protected 
23 MS; Plaquemines, 

CFBM st. Bernard, St. Flood 
Charles 

25 Jefferson, Orleans, Protected 
GFBM Plaquemines Flood 

Jefferson, Protected 
26 Plaquemines, st. 

CFBM John the Baptist; Flood 
Hancock, MS 

27 Protected 
Lakefront Orleans 

Pump Stations Flood 

Jefferson, Protected
28 

Plaquemines, St.
GFBM 

Bernard Flood 

Orleans, st. Protected 
29 

CFBM 
Tammany, St. John 

Floodthe Baptist 

st. Bernard and st. Protected 
30 

James; Hancock, 
CFBM 

MS Flood 

E.Baton Rouge, Protected 

31 
Jeff, Lafourche, 

CFBM 
Plaquem, 

FloodSt. Bern, st. Tam; 
Hancock, MS 

Ascension, Protected 
32 

Plaquemines, st. 
CFBM 

Charles Flood 

Protected 

Totals Flood 

Both 

acres 

-

-

933.00 

-

-

-

-

-

19.94 

-

107.30 

-

225.00 

-

965.3 

-

202.10 

-

3086.63 

10.00 

3096.63 

Non-wetBLH BLH BLH Swamp Swamp Marsb Marsb Water Bottoms 

MHUs acres MHUs acres MHUs acres MHUs acres 

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

284.00 - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

8.45 - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

48.60 - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

189.40 - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

97.43 - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

708.32 545.52 329.22 137.50 73.99 225.55 100.21 00.00 

4.65 323.80 163.33 350.02 237.30 740.54 388.42 230 .99 

712.97 869.32 492.55 487.52 311.29 966.09 488.63 230.99 
- Not applicable to the IER or number impacted is 0 
GFBM: Government Furnished Borrow Material 
CFBM: Contractor Furnished Borrow Material 
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5. SELECTION RATIONALE 

The modifications proposed in this IER Supplemental were developed in order to provide 
an alternative location for the disposal of clean cleared and grubbed material that did not 
meet the specifications for the construction of the HSDRRS. After IER #12 was 
completed, the Westbank Site N borrow pit was proposed as an alternative disposal site 
due to its close proximity to the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway West Closure Complex 
surge barrier and the Hero Canal Levee alignment. Utilization of the Westbank Site N 
borrow pit as a disposal site could have beneficial impacts in the form of reduced truck 
traffic, noise and vibration, and vehicle and equipment emissions as well as a reduction in 
the wear of the transportation infrastructure including roads, bridges, and culverts. As 
such, it is environmentally preferable to the "No Action" alternative. 

Additionally, this amended lER Supplemental was developed to address the potential 
impacts to transportation, residents and businesses resulting from the floodwall 
construction around the Belle Chasse Tunnel associated with the Algiers Detention Basin 
risk reduction features outlined in IER #12. 

At the time of the approval of the Decision Record for IER #12, 18 February 2009, 100% 
project design was not complete and the full extent of potential impacts on transportation 
were unknown. It was understood that large quantities ofconstruction materials would be 
delivered to the project area, as well as to other ongoing 100-year level of risk reduction 
projects in the Greater New Orleans area. Since the 2009 approval ofIER #12, a report 
titled "Transportation Report for the Construction of the 100- year Hurricane and Storm 
Damage Risk Reduction System" was released in March, 2010 and is available on 
nolaenvironmental.gov. 

The CEQ regulations for implementing NEPA require that the Record of Decision (ROD) 
for an EIS specify "the alternative or alternatives which were considered to be 
environmentally preferable" (40 CFR §1505.2(b )). This alternative has generally been 
interpreted to be the alternative that would promote the national environmental policy as 
expressed in NEPA's Section 101 (CEQ's "Forty Most-Asked Questions," 46 Federal 
Register, 18026, March 23, 1981). Ordinarily, this means the alternative that causes the 
least damage to the biological and physical environment; it also means the alternative that 
best protects, preserves, and enhances historic, cultural, and natural resources. The 
proposed action alternatives discussed herein are considered environmentally preferable. 

6. COORDINATION AND CONSULTATION 

6.1 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

Extensive public involvement has been sought in preparing this lER Supplemental. The 
projects analyzed in this IER were publicly disclosed and described in the Federal 
Register on 13 March 2007 and on the website www.nolaenvironmental.gov. Scoping 
for this project was initiated on 12 March 2007 through placing advertisements and 
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public notices in USA Today and The New Orleans Times-Picayune. Nine public 
scoping meetings were held throughout the New Orleans Metropolitan area to explain the 
scope and process of the Alternative Arrangements for implementing NEPA between 
Mach 27 and April 12,2007, after which a 30 day scoping period was open for public 
comment submission. Additionally, the CEMVN is hosting monthly public meetings to 
keep the stakeholders advised of project status. The public is able to provide verbal 
comments during the meetings and written comments after each meeting in person, by 
mail, and via www.nolaenvironmental.gov. 

On July 27,2010, CEMVN hosted a public meeting in Belle Chasse in order to present 
the public with updates and the ongoing status of construction project in the area. The 
proposed construction of floodwaUs arourtd the Belle Chasse Twmel and the closure of 
the Belle Chasse Tunnel were presented at that time. There were approximately 36 
individuals in attendance and Power Point presentation of the meeting along with a 
summary of the discussion and the comments received may be found at 
www.nolaenvironmental.gov. 

The draft IER Supplemental was sent out for public comment from September 3, 2010 
until October 1,2010 and there were two comments received during the initial review 
period. The draft amended IER Supplemental was also distributed for a 30-day public 
review and comment period. A public meeting specific to the proposed action was held 
during the review period for the purpose of answering questions and concerns regarding 
the proposed action. Any comments received during the initial comment period and 
during the second review period were addressed and all comments from both reviews, 
along with comments from the public meeting will be considered part of official record. 
After the 30-day comment period and public meeting, the CEMVN District Commander 
reviewed all comments received during the review period and made a detennination if 
they rose to the level of being substantive in nature. After the expiration ofthe public 
comment period the District Commander made a decision on the proposed action. The 
decision is documented in the fonn of an IER Decision Record. 

6.2 AGENCY COORDINATION 

Preparation of this amended IER Supplemental has been coordinated with appropriate 
Congressional, Federal, state, and local interests, as well as environmental groups and 
other interested parties. An interagency environmental team was established for this 
project in which Federal and state agency staff played an integral part in the project 
planning and alternative analysis phases of the project (members of this team are listed in 
Appendix C). This interagency environmental team was integrated with the CEMVN 
PDT to assist in the planning of this project and to complete a mitigation detennination of 
the potential direct and indirect impacts of the proposed action. Monthly meetings with 
resource agencies were also held concerning this and other IER projects. The following 
agencies, as well as other interested parties, are receiving copies of the draft [ER 
Supplemental: 
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U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region VI 
U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service 
U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service 
Governor's Executive Assistant for Coastal Activities 
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Coastal Management Division 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Coastal Restoration Division 
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality 
Louisiana State Historic Preservation Officer 

The CEMVN received a draft programmatic Coordination Act Report from the USFWS 
dated July 24,2010. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) reviewed the proposed action to see if it 
would affect any threatened and endangered (T &E) species under its jurisdiction, or their 
critical habitat. The USFWS concurred with the CEMVN in a letter dated June 28, 2010 
that the proposed action would not have adverse impacts on T &E species under its 
jurisdiction. (Appendix D) 

The USFWS had no recommendations on the proposed action 

The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (LDNR) reviewed the proposed action 
for consistency with the Louisiana Coastal Resource Program (LCRP). The proposed 
action was found to be consistent with the LCRP, as per a letter dated August 6, 2010 
(Appendix D). 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, requires consultation 
with the Louisiana State Historic Preservation Officer (LASHPO) and Native American 
tribes. LASHPO reviewed the proposed action in IER #12, including the area containing 
Westbank Site N, and determined that it would not adversely affect any cultural 
resources. (Appendix D). Eleven federally recognized tribes that have an interest in the 
region were given the opportunity to review the proposed action. Three tribes, the 
Choctaw of Oklahoma, the Mississippi Band of Choctaw, and the Chitimacha tribe 
replied that they have no objection to the proposed action. (Appendix D) 

Closures of the Belle Chasse Tunnel are being coordinated with the Louisiana 
Department of Transportation and Development. The design and alignment of the 
proposed floodwalls around the Belle Chasse Tunnel were closely coordinated with 
LADOTD and Plaquemines Parish. 

7. MITIGATION 

Mitigation for unavoidable impacts to the human and natural environment described in 
this and other IERs will be addressed in separate mitigation IERs. The CEMVN has 
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partnered with Federal and state resource agencies to form an interagency mitigation 
team that is working to assess and verify these impacts, and to look for potential 
mitigation sites in the appropriate hydrologic basin. This effort is occurring concurrently 
with the IER planning process in an effort to complete mitigation work and construct 
mitigation projects expeditiously. As with the planning process of all other IERs, the 
public will have the opportunity to give input about the proposed work. These mitigation 
IERs will, as described in section 1 of this IER, be available for a 3D-day public review 
and comment period. 

No impacts have been identified that would require compensatory mitigation. 

A complementary comprehensive mitigation IER or IERs will be prepared documenting 
and compiling these unavoidable impacts and those for all other proposed actions within 
the HSDRRS that are being analyzed through other IERs. Mitigation planning is being 
carried out for groups of IERs, rather than within each IER, so that large mitigation 
efforts could be taken rather than several smaller efforts, increasing the relative economic 
and ecological benefits of the mitigation effort. 

This forthcoming mitigation lER will implement compensatory mitigation as early as 
possible. All mitigation activities will be consistent with standards and policies 
established in appropriate Federal and state laws, and USACE policies and regulations. 

8. COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND 
REGULATIONS 

Construction of the proposed action would not commence until the proposed action 
achieves environmental compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, as described 
below. 

Environmental compliance for the proposed action will be achieved upon coordination of 
this IER with appropriate agencies, organizations, and individuals for their review and 
comments; USFWS and NMFS confirmation that the proposed action would not be likely 
to adversely affect any T &E species, or completion of Endangered Species Act Section 7 
consultation (Appendix D); LADNR concurrence with the determination that the 
proposed action is consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the LCRP 
(Appendix D); coordination with the LASHPO (Appendix D); receipt and acceptance or 
resolution of all Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act recommendations (Appendix D); and 
receipt and acceptance or resolution of all LADEQ comments on the water quality and air 
quality impact analysis documented in the IER. 

Consistency with Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program. The CEMVN has 
determined that construction and maintenance of the proposed modifications to the 100
year level of risk reduction along the WBV, Westwego to Harvey Levee Project is 
consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the guidelines of the State of 
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Louisiana's approved Coastal Zone Management Program. A modification to CZM 
consistency determination C20070509, was sent to LADNR dated June 21, 2010. The 
consistency determination concurrence was received from the LADNR on August 6, 
2010. Additional concurrence for the amendment was received from the LADNR on 
November 17,2010. 

C1ean Water Act. The Clean Water Act (CWA; 33 U.S.C. 1251-1387; Act of June 30, 
1972, as amended) is a very broad statute with the goal ofmaintaining and restoring 
waters of the United States. The CWA authorizes water quality and pollution research, 
provides grants for sewage treatment facilities, sets pollution discharge and water quality 
standards, addresses oil and hazardous substances liability, and establishes permit 
programs for water quality, point source pollutant discharges, ocean pollution discharges, 
and dredging or filling of wetlands. The intent of the CW A's §404 program and its 
§404(b)(1) "Guidelines" is to prevent destruction of aquatic ecosystems including 
wetlands, unless the action would not individually or cumulatively adversely affect the 
ecosystem. 

Endangered Species Act. The Endangered Species Act (ESA; 16 U .S.C. 1531-1543; Pub. 
L. 93-205, as amended) was enacted in 1973 for the purpose of providing for the 
conservation of species which are in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant 
portion of their range. "Species" is defined by the ESA to mean either a species, a 
subspecies, or, for vertebrates (Le., fish, reptiles, mammals, etc.) only, a distinct 
population. No threatened or endangered species or their critical habitat would be 
impacted by the proposed action. The USFWS concurred with our determination in their 
letter dated June 28, 2010. 

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.c. 
661-666c; Act of March 10, 1934, as amended) requires that wildlife, including fish, 
receive equal consideration and be coordinated with other aspects of water resource 
development. This is accomplished by requiring consultation with the USFWS and 
NMFS whenever modifications are proposed to a body of water and a Federal permit or 
license is required. This consultation determines the possible harm to fish and wildlife 
resources, as well as the measures that are needed to prevent the damage to and loss of 
these resources and to develop and improve the resources, in connection with water 
resource development. NMFS submits comments and recommendations to Federal 
licensing and permitting agencies conducting construction projects on the potential harm 
to living marine resources caused by the proposed water development projects, and 
submits recommendations to prevent harm. The USFWS provided the "Draft Fish and 
Wildlife Coordination Act Report for the Individual Environmental Reports (IER), Public 
Law 109-234, Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense, the Global War 
on Terror, and Hurricane Recovery, 2006 (Supplemental 4)" in November 2007. To 
fulfill the responsibilities of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, the USFWS will 
provide a post-authorization final supplemental 2(b) report to the draft programmatic 
report. A draft project-specific Coordination Act Report for the IER Supplemental was 
received from the USFWS by letter dated July 24,2010. 
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Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (MBT A) is the 
domestic law that affirms, or implements, the United States' commitment to four 
international conventions with Canada, Japan, Mexico, and Russia for the protection of 
shared migratory bird resources. The MBT A governs the taking, killing, possessing, 
transporting, and importing of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests. The take of all 
migratory birds is governed by the MBT A's regulation of taking migratory birds for 
educational, scientific, and recreational purposes and requiring harvest to be limited to 
levels that prevent over-utilization. Section 704 of the MBT A states that the Secretary of 
the Interior is authorized and directed to determine if, and by what means, the take of 
migratory birds should be allowed and to adopt suitable regulations permitting and 
governing take. The MBT A prohibits the take, possession, import, export, transport, sale, 
purchase, barter, or offer for sale, purchase or barter, of any migratory bird, their eggs, 
parts, and nests, except as authorized under a valid permit (50 CFR §21.11). The 
USFWS addressed compliance with this Act in the "Draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination 
Act Report for the Individual Environmental Reports (IER), Public Law 109-234, 
Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense, the Global War on Terror, and 
Hurricane Recovery, 2006 (Supplemental 4)" in November 2007. To fulfill the 
responsibilities of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, the USFWS will provide a 
post-authorization final supplemental 2(b) report to the draft programmatic report. 

National Environmental Policy Act. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA; 42 
U.S.C. 4321-4347; Pub. L. 91-190, as amended) requires Federal agencies to analyze the 
potential effects of a proposed Federal action that would significantly affect historical, 
cultural, or natural aspects of the environment. It specifically requires agencies to use a 
systematic, interdisciplinary approach in planning and decision-making, to insure that 
environmental values may be given appropriate consideration, and to provide detailed 
statements on the environmental impacts of proposed actions including: (1) any adverse 
impacts; (2) alternatives to the proposed action; and (3) the relationship between short 
term uses and long-term productivity. The agencies use the results of this analysis in their 
decision-making process. The preparation of this IER Supplemental is a part of 
complying with NEP A. 

National Historic Preservation Act. Congress established the most comprehensive 
national policy on historic preservation with the passage of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 (NHP A). In this Act, historic preservation was defined to 
include "the protection, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction of districts, sites, 
buildings, structures, and objects significant in American history, architecture, 
archaeology, or culture." The Act led to the creation of the National Register of Historic 
Places, a file of cultural resources of national, regional, state, and local significance. The 
act also established the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (the Council), an 
independent Federal agency responsible for administering the protective provisions of the 
act. The major provisions of the NHP A are Sections 106 and 110. Both sections aim to 
ensure that historic properties are appropriately considered in planning Federal initiatives 
and actions. Section 106 is a specific, issue-related mandate to which Federal agencies 
must adhere. It is a reactive mechanism that is driven by a Federal action. Section 110, in 
contrast, sets out broad Federal agency responsibilities with respect to historic properties. 
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It is a proactive mechanism with emphasis on ongoing management of historic 
preservation sites and activities at Federal facilities. Coordination of this project with 
SHPO fulfills the requirements to comply with the NHPA, and the SHPO letter dated 
November 28, 2007concludes this process. 

9. 	CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 INTERIM DECISION 
The proposed Westbank Site N action consists of removing all borrow material suitable 
for use in the construction of the HSDRRS from the Westbank Site N area. The site 
would then be utilized for the deposition of clean, cleared and grubbed material removed 
during the construction of the West Closure Complex eastern floodwall and road 
realignment as well as the Hero Canal Levee. The CEMVN has assessed the 
environmental impacts of the proposed action and has determined that the proposed 
action would have the following impacts: 

• 	 There would be no significant environmental impacts as a result of the proposed 
action. 

The proposed construction of floodwalls within the Algiers Detention basin would 
require temporary closures of the Belle Chasse Tunnel on LA 23. As discussed in IER 
#12, T-Walls would be constructed along the Algiers Canal on either side of the tunnel 
together with five vehicular access gates across LA 23 (three on the East and two on the 
West) and two railroad access gates (one on each side). The USACE proposes closing 
the Belle Chasse Tunnel for 3 weekend days over the course of 15 weekends in order to 
complete this risk reduction construction. This time period includes I full week (7 days) 
of 1 lane closure through the Belle Chasse Tunnel; the USACE proposes 3 additional 
potential weekend closures to allow for anticipated weather-related construction delays. 
During the closure of both lanes of the tunnel, the adjacent LA 23 Bridge would carry 
two-way traffic. Alternatively, motorists could use the Woodland Hwy Bridge on LA 
406. The CEMVN has assessed the environmental- impacts of the proposed action and has 
determined that the proposed action would have the following impacts: 

• 	 Construction of the floodwalls on either side of the Algiers Canal in the vicinity 
of the Belle Chasse Tunnel would have moderate to significant noise impacts on 
residents living closest to the project area; 

• 	 Closure of the Bene Chasse Tunnel could cause temporary but significant 
congestion-related impacts as discussed in Section 3.3.4 Effects on 
Transportation. According to the LADOTD, typical tunnel closures occurring on 
weekends, because of lower traffic counts, result in minimal traffic delays of 
about 5 minutes or less. Residents may choose to use alternative routes that 
would avoid crossing the GIWW. The area around the tunnel contains small 
businesses and restaurants located in mostly strip shopping centers. Customers of 
these businesses could choose to avoid the area due to the traffic congestion 
resulting in potential, temporary business declines during periods of tunnel 
closure. 
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• 	 Closure of the walking park will temporarily displace visitors. The closure is 
scheduled from approximately November 2010 through July 2011. 

• 	 Relocation of the Barriere Golf Course access road could cause temporary 
congestion-related impacts as discussed in Section 3.3.4 Effects on 
Transportation. Current access to the golf course via R Street would not be 
removed until the new access road is in place. 

• 	 This alternative would provide protection to businesses along the east bank of the 
Harvey Canal that would be left out of protection under the No Action alternative 

9.2 PREPARED BY 

The point of contact and responsible manager for the preparation of this IER 
Supplemental is Patricia S. Leroux, CEMVN. The address of the preparer is: U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District; Planning, Programs, and Project Management 
Division, CEMVN-PM; P.O. Box 60267; New Orleans, Louisiana 70160-0267. Table 5 
lists the preparers of the various sections and topics in this IERS. 

T bi e 5: IER P reparersa 
Environmental Team Leader Sandra Stiles, CEMVN 
Environmental Manager Patricia Leroux, CEMVN 
Senior Project Manager Julie Vignes, CEMVN 
Senior Project Manager Kevin Wagner, CEMVN 
Project Manager Ted Carr, CEMVN 
Project Manager Tim Connell, CEMVN 
Review Team Aven Bruser, CEMVN - Office of Counsel 
HTRW J. Christopher Brown, CEMVN 
Cultural Resources Paul Hughbanks, CEMVN 
Recreational Resources Debbie Wright, CEMVN 
Environmental Justice Jerica Richardson, CEMVN 
Technical Editor Jennifer Darville, CEMVN 
Internal Technical Review Thomas Keevin, CEMVN 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS 

OF COMMON TERMS 


AG 

CEO 

CEMVN 

CEQ 

CERCLA 

DNL 

dBA 

EA 

EIS 

EPA 

ER 

ESA 

FONSI 

FPPA 

FWCA 

GIWW 

HSDRRS 

HTRW 

IER 

LA 

- Algiers Gate 

- Comprehensive Environmental Document 

- United States Anny Corps of Engineers, Mississippi Valley 
Division, CEMVN 

- Council on Environmental Quality 

- Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act 

- Day-Night Sound Level 

- Decibels 

- Environmental Assessment 

- Environmental Impact Statement 

- Environmental Protection Agency 

- Engineer Regulation 

- Environmental Site Assessment 

Finding of No Significant Impact 

- Farmland Protection Policy Act 

- Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 

- Gulf Intracoastal Waterway 

- Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System 

- Hazardous, Toxic, and Radioactive Waste 

- Individual Environmental Report 

- Louisiana 
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LASHPO 

LCRP 

LDEQ 

LDNR 

LNHP 

LORR 

LPV 

NAAQS 

NEPA 

NAVD 88 

NMFS 

PDT 

PM 

PPA 

RCRA 

REC 

ROD 

ROW 

SPH 

GIWWA 

WCC 

T&E 

U.S. 

- Louisiana State Historic Preservation Officer 

- Louisiana Coastal Resource Program 

- Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality 

- Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 

- Louisiana Natural Heritage Program 

- Level of risk reduction 

- Lake Pontchartrain Vicinity 

- National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

- National Environmental Policy Act 

- North American Vertical Datum of 1988 

- National Marine Fisheries Service 

- Project Delivery Team 

- Particulate Matter 

- Project Partnering Agreement 

- Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 

- Recognized Environmental Conditions 

- Record of Decision 

- Right-of-Way 

- Standard Project Hurricane 

- Gulf Intracoastal Waterway South Gate A 

- Gulf Intracoastal Waterway West Closure Complex 

- Threatened and Endangered 

- Unites States of America 
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USACE - United States Army Corps of Engineers 

USDA - United States Department of Agriculture 

USFWS - United States Fish and Wildlife Service 

USHUD - United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 

WBV - West Bank and Vicinity of New Orleans 

WRDA - Water Resources Development Act 
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APPENDIX B: PUBLIC COMMENT AND RESPONSES 
SUMMARY 

No substantial comments were received during the public comment period 
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APPENDIX C: MEMBERS OF INTERAGENCY 


Kyle Balkum 
Catherine Breaux 
Mike Carloss 
David Castellanos 
Frank Cole 
Greg Ducote 
John Ettinger 
David Felder 
Michelle Fischer 
Deborah Fuller 
Mandy Green 
Jeffrey Harris 
Richard Hartman 
Brian Heimann 
Jeffrey Hill 
Christina Hunnicutt 
Barbara Keeler 
Kirk Kilgen 
Tim Killeen 
Brian Lezina 
Brian Marks 
Ismail Merhi 
David Muth 
Clint Padgett 
Jamie Phillippe 
Molly Reif 
Kevin Roy 
Manuel Ruiz 
Renee Sanders 
Angela Trahan 
Nancy Walters 
David W ruther 
Patrick Williams 

ENVIRONMENTAL TEAM 

Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Geologic Survey 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service 
Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries 
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service 
U.S. Geologic Survey 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries 
Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
U.S. National Park Service 
U.S. Geologic Survey 
Louisiana Dept. of Environmental Quality 
U.S. Geologic Survey 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries 
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service 
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APPENDIX D: INTERAGENCY CORRESPONDENCE 


WU 11 
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ROO lUU • HAIlr' RII 01l0 '< J 1NDAl. 
1;>. fV IUo. f" ' " Ak 

~tate of lLo nisintHt 
Dt.'PART TOFNATI RA 

OPfl AGEME ' 

November 17, 2010 

loiU! Exnicio:i 
Chief, Environmental Plann ing and Compliance Blanch 
U. S. AmlY Corps.o Engineers. New Orleans DisLricl 
P. o. Box 60267 
New Orleans. Louisi ana 70160-0167 

RE : C2008048J Mod. 2, Coastal ZJ.l e Consistency 
V. S. Arm.y Corps or ElaiDeen, New Orieaus.l>lstrlcl 
Direct Federal Action 
IER #12 , W Bank and Vicinity. OIWW, Algiers. and ([a....'ey Canals flurricane 
Prott<:tion; modification for utilizing Westbank Site N borrow lIit for unsuitable levee 
construction malenal. Jeffenon and PlaquemJnes ParkbH. Louls.lana 

Dear Ms. Exnicios: 

The above rofcrenced modification has been reviewed for consistency with tbe approved 
Louisiana COilS laL RcS()urce Program (LCRP) as rajuircd by Seclion 307 of thc CoutaJ ZOlle 
Management Aet of 1972, as amended. Tht mod~fication, as pr<lposed in the 3P1)1ac:lti()n. is 
consistent with the LeRP. [f you ha,,'e any qlles tioos cQncerning this determination please 
contact BriWl Marcks 0 i the Consistency Section at (225) 342· 7939 or 1-80{)'267-4()19. 

SinceIely yours . 

4~g(l;r 
Gregory 1. DuCote 
Adm!nislrdlOr 
Intera.gency Affairsi Field Services D ivision 

CiJDlIDHlbgl1l 

cc: Da·...e BlltJer. LDWF 
Patricia Leroux. COE.NOD 
Albcrtinc Kimble:. Plaq'ucminc5 Parish 
Ma.mie Winter, Jefferson Parish 
Bama.ra Keeler USEPA, Dallas 
frank Cole. CMD FI 
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--
United State Department of the Interior 

• 
 n SJI AND WI! Ilu r •RVleE 

646 Cljurulomc Blvd.. 


.... Ie <loa 

Lalayrtle. Ului ' 70506 


September 20.2010 

Colonel Edward R. Fleming 
District COlllmander 
t.I " _:'\fln)' Corps of Enginee rs 
Post Ot11cc Box 60267 
'ew Orleans_ Loui~iana 70160-0267 

Dear Colonel Fleming: 

Please referemx the. U, '. Ar-ny Corps or Engineers ' (Corps) dran Indi'l iduaJ Envirorun~'ntal 

Report (IER) #. 12, Supplemental titled " Gulflntracoastal Waterway (GIWW). Harvey. and 
19iers Levec~ an.d Floot\waJl . Jcfi't:rson, Orleans and Plaquemines Pai sh.:s." The dran IER 

was Iran mitt.:d via a September 3, 2010, leIter from r.,.·l s. Joan M . E\11ici() , Ch ief of your 
Envirorullcntal PlulUling ilnd CQIDpliance Br.mch. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife SerT ice 
lServiec submits the fo llo\\'ing comments in accord nee wilh provisions of with the Flsh , nd 
Wildlile Coordiniltiun Act (48 Sla t. 401 , as amended; 16 U. S.C. 661 CI sc.q.), /lnd the 
NatiollaJ Em 'ironmenta! Policy Act of 1969 (83 Sl31. 852. as amended: 42 U.S.C . 4321
4347). 

That ~uppleme.ntalI I3R evaluates the proposal to ut ilize the Westb:mk Site "N" borrow pit as 
an nltemalivc disposal site for k\cc materiullh I hil s been rem oved during the CI'lIlSIn1Clion 
fll'~ W e" I{lSllre ('ompk>x • ·tern Hondwa ll , nd rmld re~ ligllmellt well as the Ucm 
llml l U!vee; which are part o f thc Hurricane ilIld sturm Damage Risk ~eductiQIl System. 

Material placed at the \Vesttoank Sile N was originally intended for the three previously 
exca ....ated. Walker Road Ixm ow pits. 

The supplcmenr.alll::R a(k qu3teJ. descri be c.xisling Ii hand wildlile resources.•md 
describes the future with· project impacts_ and pruba ble future w ilh out-project soenario. The 
Servic..: hus detemlincd tbat the proposed proj ect will not ha\l: a sigllitlcant ad\lcrse impact 
Oil OUI Fede al fish and wildlife lI1J I ~sourc 

TAKE PRJ D E-IF: of 
INAMERICA~ 
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If y\lu lWyOUI .. lan·IJa~ iln:, qucsticns regarding th":\ letta, plc!tsc have th.;m contoct l.ngclo 
Trahan this oflice at (337)291.3137. 

Sh~erely, 

~ 
Supt.-"'(Vjsor 
Louisiana, Field Otlic:c 

IX.: ational Marine Fisheries Service. Baton Rouge. LA 
EPA, Dallas~ TX 

LA Dept. of Wi ldli fe an.d l='i~l'u.-ries, Baton Rouge, fA 

LA Dept. of Natural Resources, (MD. Baton Rouge. LA 

l.A Otliec uf CUll.9tui Protec1ion and Rc~tor..tion. Baton Rouse. LA 
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United States Department of the InteriQr 

• 
 FISH AND WI I.DLI.. i-'RVI E 

64&Cajundom~ BI",l 

UI[e 400 
LaCaYClle, Lou;'i 70506 

Octobc.-29, 20 10 

('olDnel Edward R. 1;'leming 

Distrid Commander 

U.S. " rmy Corps " I" Engineers 

Post OniJ~e Bo:<: 1W!267 

New Orleans, Louisiana 70 160-0267 


Dear oLoncl Fleming: 

[lIen s.: rdcn:llI:c the U.S. nlly ('(IfJl\i o f Engi.II~~crs (C orps ) draft Ind vidual n\'ironm n1al 
R"'Pon (I lO R) # 12, Suppl t.'111mlallilled "G ulf InlnlC4lR.'<tal Walcn\'ay (GIWW), Harvey, and 
Algi\.'J1j Lcv\,'{,'S and loodwll li s. JeOi:roon. Orlean and PIOI'Iuemincs filiishes: ' An 
addenduOlfo thaI draft suppk-mt.'fltlll leR was trnnslIlittl!d \'ia an Oct(Jber 19, 201 0.lctl(.T 
fn lll Ms. 10.111 M. Exnici (IS, '....hi.cf of y l U r Environmental r larming and ('omp I iance Branch, 
The U.S. Fi h and Wildli fe Service (Service) suhmil.5 the folll lwing commems in llC\)ordance 
with pro\'i 'OilS or ",rith the l\ational Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (li3 St.at. 852. as 
aml-'I1ded: 42 .S.C. 432]· 4347). 

The suppleml:ntill IER IIddclllum evaluate:; the proposal to utiJit:i: the W\;,:stbank Site "N" 
bOlTow pit ru. an allernati'Ve ui spOlial site for leH."C matl.--naI that has been n.'1nOVt'(! during tlle 
construction of the West Clmure Complex eastern t1()odwaJI and mad r1::iligru:netll as \ elJ as 
the Hero CUlUIl Levee, all of which arc part o f the Hurrica ne 1I1W storm Drunasc Risk 

Reduction System. Material plu.ccd at (he "",'~ank Site " " born'''' r 't w~ 1)riginaJI)' 
in1cl,dcd tc.r the three J'lr(!viou~ly cxc1watcd Walker Road hOrNlw plls. Additionally, the 
Iddend ulll ' Iddr scs the proJKI~"(1 temporary ",I",sure uf the Bdlc Chnsse 1'unnd fm :I d ays 

OYl:r th~ <,;Qur~e of I 5 Wel:kt'fd to fa \; ilil ~\c; prnic conslt'Udillfl, Additilmal closures 111 )' be 
l1l:cess-ary due to \\ICa thtT dcllYs. 

The supplemental IER addeooum adeqUiltel y d(.~Tibes c. istin~ lis h .md wildl i le resources. 
ilnd de; ~.rlb'o'S the fucurc wilh' pmjecl in1pael~, and probable future with O~lt·pro.i""t 'cn' i . 
1 he &.""I'\'iec hO!i: dctentlincd that the pr P'lsl.od projecl will not have a sl.gI1ificaJlt ud\'el'!ie 
im~cl un our t edcnll I1sh ard wildlilc trusa resou.rces. 
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If you or your staff has Jny cue!aions regardi ng ~he above letter, pleJSe have tttem ;:ontact 
Angela Traha::l this oftl.;c at ( I S.I 29 1.31 3 7. 

SinC<!fely . 

~s ~ I~~~j~og@ 
Louisiana Field Oftic-e 

cc : Naliolla. ·inline Fi she' jes Service, Raton Rouge, LA 
FP<\, f)31 11t~ , TX 
LA Dept . of Wildlife aod risheries. Onton Rouge, LA 
LA f),;pt. of:-.lalu:al R.:sourccs. C1.ffi . Daton Rouge, LA 
LA Office of Coa.tal Protection tmd Restoration. Buton Rouge. LA 
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PAGE 	 elial99/28/ 20 1e 07: 33 2257652626 	 DAVE llJ1LER 

eoa.,,, .JIHIlII>.L 
GOVlMlOR Jibde of ~Dlliei~unl ROBE'I'IT .J . e""~M 

SEeI'tEf""Y 

DEPAR"IM!:HT 0fI' VI'1LDun A.1e) FiSHa.l.S ..JIMMY L. ANTHON'Y 
OfrncE OF W1k~ 4.,1\11""41011' S IECR£TA.FW 

Scptcmber27,2I>tO 

Attn: Joan M Emici06 
Plamting, Programs. and Project Man~ent Diviaioa 
Environmental Planning and Compliaoce Branch 
Unit.« States Army Corps of Enginem 
P. O. Box 60267 
New Orleans, LA 70160-0267 

U: 	 ApplicaliiRf Numb,,: IndividJnl EflvlronrtMtIIiU Report #11 Suppl.Brlto1 (lERS #12) 
Applicam: U.S. Amy Corps c(Engineer-New Orl«uu Division 
Natiell DtJt8: Soptember 3, 10.'0 

Dear Ms. Bxnicios: 

The p:-ofeuional staff of the T .l'l1isiana Department of Wildlife III'ld Fi8beriae (LDWF) tw; 
reviewed the ~ve referenced Publio Notioe. Based Upoll dUs review, the foUowing has bceo 
determined: 

It iii mticipatc:d dill the proposed actlvfty will "lie minimal or no long-term adverse 
impacts to wetland timctions aid, therefore, we have DO objection. 

!be Louisiana Department of Wildlife and FisherieG aprIrec1IrtM flM! opportunity to ~ and 
provide reconnncodationi to you regudtng tllia proposed ICtivity. Please do DOt he$itate to 
contact Habitat Section biologist 0Iri& Davif 81 225-765-2642 should ~ need fJl'lher 
assistance. 

s~~_ 

K.Y~F. B.L 

Biologist Prosran MaDager 

cd 

c: 	 Chris Davis, Biologist 
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11 '1 0( ZD16 15:00 	 DAVE IIUll.£R 

Boeey oJlHDAL 

GoVe:A"OR 

~oOC~ J e,...~"'AM
3='",..,......... 

DEFAf!1101'NT or WII...DUR; ...,..c FI$HI!"ID .)1I'<M'f L.. AKlHONY 

Omcl! o~ WlI..DLIF'E AsSISTANT SEC~~"''''Y 

Novcnlbc:c 1~, 201(1 

Attn: JOII!. M. Exnieios 
Pll1l11ini. Programs, ad Project Management Divisicn 
Er.vironmental ?luning IDd Com?liance Htancb 
Unit&1 States Army Corps QfBnginCCl1li 
1'. O. Box 602.67 
New Orluns, LA 10160-0261 

RE: 	 Appllcal~on NwnlN!r: IERS "12 SupplUfte"ttli 
Appltcallt: U.S. Arm)' Cotp3 ofEngi7Ull1r,-/IIrN Qr14l'11f8 f)MJtcm 
Notic. DQlt: Oc:rcbu 1J, 2010 

Dear M. EWdM' 

The professiQDJ) staff of the Louian. Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) has 
I'C'Ii.cwed the above ret;erenced hbtic Notice, Based uPOr1 this rcviCN, Uw roOO'o\'Ing has been 
dett:nomw: 

lDVlF has n, objection 10 the propascd 8Ctivity. provided that previotS LD'NF 
recommendations and mi1gation obligatont are iDco:po:ated iDto the new permit u 
1tiOdan! cooditious. 

The LouIsilll8. Departman CJ! Wildlife lDId PiliblllriCi III'pra;illb nitll,lpp'.l(lullily to revjew and 
J'n)v;dc rocommcndatioDi te YO\l ro.prciina this propo$8d aetivity. Pkaae do not "-itatt to 
ronta~ Habitat ~ion hiologid Chris DliVU at 225·165·2642 should you need fUnber 
asrisbn.:e. 

S:4:~\l 

KM.~ 

Biologist Propm Manager 

cd 

c: 	 Chris DaYL.. Bioioiis1 

~ , O.II<»C oaooo • 8M'CH 1IC)I,g, ~NA 7CHI_OOJ • P'HIlf«: 422111 7Sr.-teoo 
AN ' OUAI. ~nvEMFU:Jr1!~ 
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~NRCS 
NlIIlM'al Re5OUrr.e!i Consenoll ioo Servo 
3737~~ (31&"1473· 77$1 
Alen nd" . LA 71302 FI)( (314, .73-1626 

October 15, 2010 


Ms_Joan M. Exnicios. 

Chief, Environmental Plannin9 

And Compliance Brandl 

New Orieans Distrid 

Corpl of Engineers 

P.O. Bo)( 60267 
New Orlean5, Louisiana70160-{1267 

Dear Us exniclos: 

NRCS has reviewed the Draft Environmental Report 11-12 Supplemental (IERS #012), titled, 
"OI'WN. Harvey. and Algiers Levees and Flood.walls. Jefferson. Orleans, anc:I Plaquemines 
Parishes, Louisiana' prepared b·,lhe U.S . Army Corps of ErQineers (COE). New Orleans 
District. Based on the information provided in IERS #12, NRCS concurs with your proposal 10 
utilize the Westbank Site N bolTOW pit as an altematMl disposal site for mClteriai that is nd 
suitable for levee construction. NRCS agrees that the projed ma.y result in some localized 
effects to water Quality. As speafied in IERS '12, Best Management Practic:;e~ (BMPs) witl be 
in&talled to minimia imp.aet to Y4ter, quality. NRCS recommends that the COE eIos6Iy inlr>eC1 
and morntor tho inllallation and porforrnan~ of ttle ailt f«lcing and hay baIH throughout tho 
construction phas.e. Additionally, SUPS s.hould be maintained unti.11he area is reestablished to 
native vegetation. 

Thank you fOf the opportunity to provide comments onlERS #12. Should you have any 
Questions or request additional information, please GDntad Michael Nichols at 318-473-7600 or 
em ail Y. 

Respectfully. 

/)~~ 
Kevin D. NoMon 
Slate Conservationist 

cc: Britt Paul, ASTCNVRIRD SO. NRCS, AIII'xandria, lA 
~ad Slicker, SCE, SO, NIlCS, A1ex.andria, LA 
Michael Nichols, we, 50, NRC5, Alexandria , LA 

Hel~I"f1 PdOpl. HelQ the Land 
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UNITEO STATES OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
N II'tIanal Oeeanla nd Atmoapheric Aclmini8t:/'lltian 

ATIO _ MAC!1NE RS..m:;ES et=!v 

Soulb:' Rcg.i<lnnl (J lTif\" 

2:63 13 An.'nue UII! 
~1. PCI.:r\hurg./-Iurida ')701 

Scptem ber_ I.2(lI O USLK 6JRII :jk 
:!2 ' IJRQ·t1508 

~. J an M. FJ\nicio. 
Lnllh lJI Plollning fmd Ccn'plillncc Br~i\C'It 
Plannin£. Proosrams, and ""llInagernent Division 
New Orleans District, l l.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
PII~t OffICe 80x 00267 
New Orlean Loui'Si<lll<l 7()160·0267 

IJcar , .!\ , t xniClC)s' 

. OAA's National Marine Fisile- ics Service ( "MI-S) has received Ihe drnllladividulLl 

En\'ironmclIl.1 Report (lER) /lIZ SUllplcmcDtal provided b. your lener dated September J, 2010. 
The draft IEiR e alwles the usc of the West bank Site N hom..w pil ll5 :m alltmatilJe di .posal sile for 
sediment rcmo~cd during the: c: nSlnK1ioil ofth We t losure Compi..: eaMcm nO\'Id~all and road 
n:alignmcm. 8'5 well as the 1·lrw C n.a l bet:. A dl'::scribed in the 1t:::R . disfIOsal illtlllhc We tlJilnk 
Site ~ borrow pit could be: in lieu lL or in addition to. continued dispo '111into thl: g~\lcrib un the J::an 
I annc Nalill naillist >ric Park and Prelier~e <JI ."JHPP) f()r manh creat ioli1 purposes. 

"IMI ~ ..up ~ IIII! ma~il1llllll usc or appwpri ate :dlme.1l fM benefk I U'iC l"urJlIl~~ . ~uch fJ\ mJI ,h 
~ n:.lliro ,,~"c. we n: c:clIlOl,;.,md th I pIA.: n~nl ()f s...-d lnl fi t ifltCl the \\. est~.li~ Sill! " ''')lald 
~'ICIl1illll~ reduc e ilS 1I'>C 10£ IIl:trsh cn::ation Ull .JLNlIPP, rh I POIC:llli.II(J~t bcnt"lil is IW( idc:n ti focJ 
()r dbmsscd in the IER. NMFS fficommcnus the; Wcstbank Sile N DoITO'" pil not II(; uti lit-cd for 
disposal of s.ediment thai could be utilized for ma~h creation purposes unlillill ptlrtion!l oflhe 
g,cocrih on .fLNIIPP are fillt.-d to the appropriate ele\'ations conduci....e 10 marsh cstaf,lashmcn.1. 

Oiller than the comments provi<k!d above. NMfS agrel!!s thaI pr{lject implemenlatil'll1 would I 
aJ\"cr.sc: ly impli",t y,ctlands or C:~ ' ntial Ii h tlHbilal. As sllch. we ha".;: no additi<tli Ie,,, "' e,,t to 
I,.ru~ide lIn the draft IER 1112 Su~plemental document. 

~,. !"Hle I. Cl'OOm- Msi IIlnl Region I AdmilliSlrato;>r 
IlabillH ConS('n':lIlOn lJi I ion 

f " .... . 1 "f..&,d\C.. \\ ...h ,cl' 
I, P \ " . 11 I"'....~ 
1 .,\ I ' K , I I)I" .., 'fK ~ I 
)-) ,' R~b. ""'I' oI l1ul '" 

f lit:" 

,.-.:: 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

NIl-'=' 4J.. '" FI E::~,...: ,ES C: 
Southca.st Rcgi nal om 
263 13 'h Avenue Soutb 
Sl. Petersburg, FI rida J3701 

October 25, 2010 FiS RANRH:jk 
225/389·0508 

Ms. Joan M. Exnicios 
Environmental Planning and Compliance Branch 
Planning. l'rogr.1Jl1s, and Man3gcm(:nt Division 
Ncw Orlc-an: District, U.S. AnllY Corps of Engineers 
Post Ollicc Box 602()7 
New Orleans, Louisiana 701W-0267 

Dear Ms E'I(lIicios: 

NOAA's National Marine fisheries Service (NMf'S) has revie'." cd the Addendum to the dro ll 
Indi"iduaJ Environmental Report SupplcJD(,lltal (lERS) #12 provided by your lettl.!l' dated 
Oetoher 19,2010. The dra ft IERS ev l\Jates th o.S L~ of the \\o'estban Site N borrow pil an 
alternative disposal site for sediment removed dUling the cOllstruction of the West 10 o.re 
Complex eaSlt:m /1oodwa[1 an:! road realignment, as well as the Hero Canal levee. The IERS 
also addresses impaels assod~lcd wilh dosing the Bellc Chasse tunnl.!l for thrc~, weekend duys 
over the coorse: of 15 wecke:nL8. As described in the IERS, disposul inlo the Wcstbank Site N 
borrow pit could be ill lieu of, or III addition (0, continu(:d disposal into the geoerib on the kan 
Lafitte National Historic Park and Preserve (J L IIPP) for marsh rcalion purposcs. 

NMI'S suppol1s the maximum u!'c of appropriate sediment for beneficial use purpos;es, o.eh as 
marsh creation. As such, we HC concerned thaI placel11t'l1t of sediment into the Westbank Sit N 
would poteotially reduce its usc for mar:;h creation on JLNHPP. That potential lost benetit is not 
identified or disco. ' sed ill the IERS. Nl\·II-"S recommends the Wcstbank Site N borrow pit not be 
ulili z.ed for disposal of seJiment that cou.ld be utilized for marsh l:r~'lItion purposes until all 
portions of the geocrib on J{J\-HPP are filled to th appropriate clew lions conducive tn marsh 
establishmcnt 

Other than the t'.omml'l1t:; pr(l~idcd above, NMFS a~rees thai project imph:llIcntation would not 
adwcscJy impact wetlands Of essential fish habi tat As such. we have nu additional oommellts 10 
provide on Iht: dml1 IERS dOCJl1lcnt. 

~r Miles M. Croom 
- A sistant Regional Adminislr1llor 

Habital Con ervalion Divi i n 
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